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Abstract  
 
Mathematics is a compulsory subject throughout elementary school as well as during the 
first year of the gymnasium, which is Swedish secondary education for students in the age 
range 16 to 19. It is also prioritized higher than many other school subjects, which is 
obvious when looking at the amount of time it takes up or the fact that, together with 
Swedish and English, it makes up the three subjects students need to pass in order to 
graduate. Mathematics is obviously perceived to be extremely important by those in 
charge of the education system, and this study examines whether Swedish gymnasium 
students perceive the same importance. It is also examined whether the perceived 
purposes of mathematics differ between students on vocational tracks and those on 
academic tracks.  
 
The purpose of the study was to gain insights into students’ thoughts on mathematics, as 
well as to determine whether there were any significant differences between the thoughts 
of students on different tracks. These insights could be valuable to teachers and those 
responsible for the education system, since they offer a student perspective on learning in 
general and on mathematics education in particular. 
 
The data collection was done through eight group interviews with a total of 31 students, 
whereof 15 from vocational tracks and 16 from academic tracks. In the interviews, 
questions relating to the students’ perceived purposes of school mathematics were 
discussed. The results clearly showed that both students on vocational and academic 
tracks perceived mathematics education to be extremely important, and they were all of 
the opinion that it had to be a compulsory school subject. However, some interesting 
differences were found in how students on different tracks argued for its importance.  
 
During the interviews students shared many interesting perspectives on mathematics 
education, with encouraging as well as somewhat worrying views made visible. During the 
analysis of the results, some specific aspects were selected and discussed further.  
 
The results indicate that there are grounds for conducting further research within the area 
to seek explanations behind some of the student perspectives found in this study. It 
would also be highly interesting to further research the discovered differences between 
students on vocational and academic tracks.  
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Sammanfattning  
 
Matematik är ett obligatoriskt ämne genom hela grundskolan och även under första året 
på gymnasiet. Genom att se till antalet timmar avsatta för matematikundervisning, eller 
det faktum att matematiken tillsammans med svenska och engelska utgör de tre ämnen 
som eleverna måste klara för att ta examen, blir det tydligt att matematik prioriteras 
högre än de flesta andra skolämnen. Det är uppenbart att matematik anses vara extremt 
viktigt av de som är ansvariga för utformningen av skolsystemet och i denna studie 
undersöktes huruvida denna uppfattning även delas av gymnasieelever. I studien 
undersöktes också ifall det finns skillnader mellan hur elever på yrkesförberedande 
program och högskoleförberedande program uppfattar syftet med 
matematikundervisning. 
 
Syftet med studien var att få insikt i elevers tankar om matematik. Syftet var också att få 
svar på om det fanns signifikanta skillnader mellan elever på yrkesförberedande och 
högskoleförberedande program. Sådana insikter kan vara värdefulla för lärare såväl som 
för de som är ansvariga för skolsystemet eftersom de bidrar med ett elevperspektiv på 
lärande generellt och matematikundervisning specifikt.  
 
Datainsamlingen gjordes genom åtta gruppintervjuer med totalt 31 elever varav 15 på 
yrkesförberedande program och 16 på högskoleförberedande program. Under 
intervjuerna diskuterades frågor som rörde elevernas uppfattningar om syftet med 
skolmatematik. Resultatet visade tydligt att elever på yrkesförberedande såväl som på 
högskoleförberedande program var av åsikten att matematikundervisning är extremt 
viktigt och alla ansåg att matematik måste vara ett obligatoriskt skolämne. Dock 
upptäcktes intressanta skillnader i hur studenter från olika program argumenterade för 
vikten av matematikundervisning. 
 
Under intervjuerna gav eleverna många intressanta perspektiv på matematikundervisning 
och upplyftande såväl som oroande aspekter synliggjordes. Under analysen av resultatet 
valdes ett antal ämnen ut som sedan behandlades ytterligare under diskussionsavsnittet.  
 
Resultaten indikerar att det finns grunder för att göra ytterligare forskning på ämnet för 
att söka orsaker bakom några av studentperspektiven funna i denna studie. Det vore 
också av intresse att undersöka de observerade skillnaderna mellan elever på 
yrkesförberedande och högskoleförberedande program vidare. 
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Introduction 
 
To qualify to attend the gymnasium in Sweden, students must have passed their Swedish, 
English and mathematics classes in elementary school. This condition puts these three 
subjects in an exceptional position compared to all the other subjects taught in school. It 
is obvious that it is considered to be of the highest importance that the youths of Sweden 
learn mathematics properly, something that seems to be the common view in the rest of 
the world as well. Statistics from international educational politics show that almost all 
countries prioritize their native language the highest, closely followed by mathematics 
(Sjøberg, 2005). These two subjects, along with science, also make up the three subjects 
that are tested in the OECD PISA project, which has the aim of testing how well equipped 
15-year-olds from more than 70 countries are to fully participate in society (OECD, 2005). 
This indicates that mathematics education is considered very valuable and important by 
the people responsible for the formation of curricula and the PISA tests, but are its 
importance and value as visible and obvious to the students it concerns? Do they ever 
question the meaning of learning mathematics, or is it a self-evident subject in school?  
 
The level of mathematical knowledge of Swedish youths has seen heated discussion in 
Swedish politics in recent years. Over time, the results of the PISA tests taken by 15-year-
olds have declined more in Sweden than in any other OECD country (Skolverket, 2014), 
and there are no indications that the trend is about to change direction. The same decline 
can be seen in Sweden’s results on the TIMSS (Trends in International Mathematics and 
Science Study) since the first study was conducted in 1995. Both the results of TIMSS for 
years 4 and 8, as well as those of TIMSS Advanced, taken by students in their last year of 
secondary school, show the same decrease. In TIMSS Advanced Sweden has gone from a 
score of 555, the second highest of all participating countries in 1995, to 412 in 2008, 
which is far below the average of 500. Another trend, which can be seen in several 
developed countries, is that of falling participation in mathematics in school when it stops 
being compulsory (Horton et al., 2001, Brown, Brown & Bibby, 2008). This is, like the 
heated discussions imply, a worrying development; especially since the demand for 
people with mathematical skills is only growing, with our developing IT society.  
 
A study of the reasons given by 16-year-olds for not continuing their study of mathematics 
after the subject ceases to be obligatory, conducted by Brown, Brown and Bibby (2008), 
suggests that besides perceived difficulty and lack of confidence, a perception of lack of 
relevance is an important underlying factor. This finding is central to the study covered by 
this report, since its aim is an increased understanding of what Swedish gymnasium 
students perceive to be the purpose of mathematics. Answers are sought concerning their 
thoughts on having to study mathematics in school and how they think they might benefit 
from it , and it is hoped that any differences between the respective answers of academic- 
and vocational-track students will be made visible.   
 
The vision behind this study is that insights into students’ views on mathematics, and its 
perceived purpose and relevance, will increase teachers’ understanding of their students’ 
choices and behaviours. Hopefully, it will also contribute to the understanding of how 
different attitudes towards mathematics can be expressed and affect what adolescents 
choose to study. These understandings offer an increased potential to affect students’ 
perception of mathematics in a positive way. Besides this, the students participating in 
the study might bring their own beliefs and attitudes to a more conscious level, which 
might help them in their further mathematics studies (Spangler, 1992). 
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This report will start with a background section, which includes relevant theories and 
results from earlier research. The collection of data through qualitative interviews with 
students from both vocational and academic programmes will be outlined, and the 
interviews will thereafter be analysed and discussed. 
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Background (Literature review)  
 

Why teach mathematics in school?  
 
Skolverket, the Swedish National Agency for Education, states that school education is 
responsible for every student’s ability of fundamental mathematical thinking, and for 
making sure students have the skills they need to practise it in everyday life (Parszyk, 
2009). This statement reflects a comprehension that mathematics is useful for everyone, 
even in life beyond school. Sjøberg (2005) emphasizes that all school subjects have to be 
able to justify their place in school, especially in an obligatory school meant for everyone. 
He also points out that the justification cannot only be based on authority or tradition. 
Huckstep (2007) agrees, claiming that we need a robust justification for why all students 
must study mathematics for the length of time they do. The arguments for compulsory 
school mathematics are many, and are frequently discussed. Ernest (2009) answers the 
question “Why teach mathematics?” with arguments that he divides into three categories: 
Necessary mathematics, Social and personal mathematics, and The appreciation of 
mathematics as an element of culture. In this section, Ernest’s three categories will be 
used as a way of structuring the many reasons for teaching compulsory mathematics in 
school that were found during this literature study.   
 

Necessary mathematics  
 
Carraher and Schliemann (2002) say that nothing seems to be more self-evident and 
immune to criticism than the argument of utility. At the same time, a sense of absence of 
utility seems to be something that triggers students to question the meaning of their 
learning. All mathematics teachers are likely familiar with the question ‘What do we need 
this for?’, and probably have a collection of necessity arguments at the ready for when 
this question arises among their students.  
 
Swedish schools have the mission of educating students into well-functioning citizens, 
and the national curriculum claims that mathematical knowledge helps people make well-
grounded decisions in the many choices that arise in everyday life (Skolverket, 2011). 
That members of society need to know some mathematics is hard to dispute; it is 
essential for virtually everyone to be able to handle their domestic economy, take a loan 
or plan their retirement fund, and in all these cases some mathematical skills are 
applicable. Few would dispute the fact that people also need to be able to count, measure 
and weigh; abilities most people take for granted. However, the skills of measuring and 
the like are acquired long before mathematics ceases to be compulsory; thus, these 
cannot be used as utility arguments for school mathematics on higher levels. Everyday 
experiences like going to the store or understanding the concept of interest rates are 
commonly given examples when using the necessity argument. However, the knowledge 
needed for these situations seems fairly distant from, for example, the Pythagorean 
theorem or a quadratic equation. Dörfler and McLone (1986) even claim that only a few 
parts of lower secondary mathematics are of immediate relevance in some way to 
everyone in society. Therefore, basing the motivation for school mathematics only on the 
necessity argument might backfire, since necessity as an argument for learning implies 
that the lack of necessity can be used as an argument for not learning.  
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One argument of utility is that mathematical knowledge is required to some level in most 
occupations. This means that limiting the mathematical education will also limit students’ 
options for possible future occupations. This is not only because they will lack some of the 
knowledge required in the occupation, but also because they might not have the 
prerequisites for the education needed. Also, besides the benefits it offers the individual, 
the community needs citizens with certain competences to keep developing and to stay 
competitive in today’s IT society. In Sweden, and likely in other countries as well, the 
politicians have acknowledged that to be able to handle competition, more citizens are 
needed with a higher education in mathematics (Sjøberg, 2005). Society’s interest in 
mathematics education is obvious when one observes the reactions to the international 
comparative studies on students’ performance in mathematics (Maasz & Schloeglmann, 
2006). If Swedish students end up among the low-performing countries, this is 
immediately a hot topic among politicians. This does not mean that all students need to 
learn higher-level mathematics but it does serve as more motivation for mathematics to 
be a compulsory school subject, since students who do not take the lowest-level 
mathematics class will certainly never move on to higher levels. The need for certain skills 
in society reflects what should be taught in school, and like Maasz and Schloeglmann 
(2006) point out, if we agree that there are social needs for mathematics education, this 
immediately leads us to detect socio-political needs for controlling mathematics 
education. 
 
A study on high-level mathematical studies showed that one of the two most important 
reasons students give for failing to continue with mathematics was its perceived 
irrelevance to the ‘real world’ (Brown, Brown & Bibby, 2008). The gap between 
mathematics and the real world is also mentioned by Dörfler and McLone (1986), who 
assert that secondary school mathematics serves its own purposes, which are not 
oriented towards application but are rather prescribed by the contemporary school. The 
necessity argument for learning mathematics obviously only serves as a motivation if the 
utility is not only explained to, but actually perceived by, the student as well. Even if 
teachers repeatedly claim that students need mathematics in everyday life, this has to be 
accompanied by a consciousness among the students of how and when this is the case, if 
it is to function as effective motivation. It is obvious that many word problems try to 
simulate everyday life experiences, for example describing Anna’s grocery shopping or 
Charlie’s baking, but the question is whether these problems actually function as an 
effective connection between mathematics and its utility in real life. Research examining 
this question actually suggests that word problems are usually artificial, puzzle-like and 
perceived as separate from the real world, rather than functioning as realistic contexts 
involving students’ knowledge and experiences of the real world (Verschaffel, De Corte & 
Lasure, 1994). Ernest (2002) points out that mathematics education has a tendency to 
isolate itself from nearby areas of knowledge and studies, something that might also be a 
factor in enhancing a sense of irrelevance. It is reasonable to believe that this described 
isolation might be perceived to a greater extent by students who are not in a science-
oriented programme. Students taking physics and chemistry classes will experience 
mathematics integrated in these areas, and therefore its applications will be more visible. 
 
It is interesting to compare the discussion about how mathematics justifies its place in 
school with the justifications given for other school subjects. Music and art are two 
disciplines in which the necessity argument can hardly be used; at the same time, it 
seems to be much less commonly demanded. What is the reason behind the apparent 
importance of motivating the learning of mathematics, but not of music and the arts, with 
utility? Perhaps the different amounts of time the subjects take up has something to do 
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with it. Since art or music class usually does not take up more than one or two hours a 
week, while mathematics might take up more than twice this time, there is a possibility 
that the interpretation by students is that mathematics is claimed to be much more 
important, and they want to know why. As Huckstep (2007) mentions, there has to be 
some kind of justification for prioritizing mathematics higher than so many other subjects. 
Another possible reason for the higher need of utility arguments in mathematics could be 
that it is might be perceived as less fun than the arts and music, which results in the need 
for other motivation. Yet another possible reason could be that mathematics teachers 
themselves see utility as the main reason for learning mathematics and that this in turn 
results in the comprehension among students that mathematics should be motivated with 
utility. In an interview study with English and Hungarian teachers conducted by Andrews 
(2007), a majority of English teachers justified their teaching with arguments of 
application or utility. This approach most likely gets transferred to students, who will then 
try to justify their learning with similar arguments. On the contrary, arts and music 
teachers might perceive motivations of a more intrinsic kind for their discipline, which 
they convey to their students, who in turn will not have the perception that they need to 
justify their learning with utility.  
 
At the same time as teachers struggle to convince their students of their need for 
mathematics in real life, there are discussions about whether the focus on applications 
and necessity might actually be harmful to the learning of mathematics. Jennings and 
Dunne (1996) state that it is essential to raise standards and revitalize mathematics 
teaching in England, and claim that one way to do this is to make sure applications are a 
product of doing mathematics rather than central to its learning. This is a quite 
provocative idea, since it goes against the somewhat widespread impression that 
students should be convinced of the relevance of mathematics in their everyday lives. 
Jennings and Dunne (1996) problematize this impression, and claim that it sometimes 
even leads to teachers making bizarre attempts to relate mathematics to students’ 
everyday lives. That students have a need for applications of the mathematics they are 
learning to get a sense of relevance is not so surprising; from their first contact with 
school mathematics it has been related to reality. When they learn the operations of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division they learn how to apply these to apples 
or money, or to dividing a cake at a birthday party. Pirie and Martin (1997) point out that 
the applications used are sometimes illogical and might even be contradictive to what the 
situation would look like in real life. If teachers are constantly trying to motivate everything 
they want their pupils to learn by stressing its applications and direct relevance to the real 
world, when the time comes students will obviously struggle to find the meaning of, for 
example, irrational numbers. If they had instead initially learned the techniques before 
attempting to apply them, as Robinson (1995, Jennings & Dunne, 1996) recommend, 
they might not be as unfamiliar with abstract mathematics. Perhaps if students, as 
Jennings and Dunne (1996) put it, had a stronger sense of the relevance to the nature of 
mathematics, they would to a lesser extent reject mathematics with vague, or no, 
application in their everyday lives as irrelevant. However, even if it would benefit students’ 
learning to take the direction Jennings and Dunne (1996) advocate, it is obviously 
important that they still realize the utility of learning mathematics and are comfortable 
using its applications in real life. Since a large number of research findings indicate that 
many upper elementary school children only unsatisfactorily master the abilities it takes 
to approach mathematical application problems (Verschaffel et al. 1999), it seems like 
mathematics education today fails at providing both a sense of relevance to the nature of 
mathematics as well as the abilities needed for its application. Cuoco et al. (1996) state 
that if we want to prepare students for life after school, we need to make sure they 
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develop genuinely mathematical ways of thinking. Since they have to be able to use, 
understand, control and modify a class of technology and problems that do not yet exist, it 
is not enough that they are simply able to solve standardized problems.  
 
Another risk that comes with mathematics being too bound to its applications while 
learning is that this might contribute to misunderstandings. There is a common 
misconception that “multiplication makes bigger, division makes smaller” (Verschaffel et 
al., 1999, p.196), which likely has some of its roots in examples of application. Since it is 
much easier for a teacher to give examples of real-life situations in which the denominator 
is larger rather than smaller than 1, the students might get the idea that division always 
means you will get a quotient less than the numerator. The same reasoning holds for 
multiplication. So if a pupil from the beginning relates division to dividing a cake between 
friends, or multiplication to calculating the legs of a group of sheep, it is hardly surprising 
that they expect division to make smaller and multiplication to make bigger, a 
misconception that might be hard to adjust later.  
 
 

Social and personal mathematics 
 

“The most directly personal outcome of learning mathematics, it uniquely involves 
the development of a whole person in a rounded way encompassing both intellect 
and feelings” (Ernest, 2000, p.46).  

 
The statement above implies that there is more to learning mathematics than what is 
covered by the necessity argument. To distinguish between necessity mathematics and 
social and personal mathematics, you could say that the first covers arguments 
concerning knowledge that helps people handle the practicalities of their everyday lives, 
while the second covers arguments about knowledge needed for a democratic, well-
functioning society.  
 
Mathematical knowledge helps people make well-grounded decisions in their own 
everyday lives, as well as in the decision-making process of society (Ernest, 2014; Maasz 
& Schloeglmann, 2006). This is also one of the main reasons stated by Skolverket (2011) 
for teaching mathematics. Mathematical knowledge helps raise awareness when 
interpreting information, and lowers the risk of being misled to make a decision based on 
a lack of understanding. As Ernest (2014) puts it:  
 

“It involves critically understanding the uses of mathematics in society: to identify, 
interpret, evaluate and critique the mathematics embedded in social, commercial 
and political systems.” 
 

This ability can be referred to as mathematical literacy for critical citizenship (Maasz & 
Schloeglmann, 2006; Ernest, 2014), and represents the individual’s need for 
mathematics in order to make critical interpretations and fair judgements and decisions. 
The other side of this coin represents society’s need for citizens who can take care of 
themselves and have enough knowledge to make well-grounded decisions on democratic 
issues to uphold a functioning community.  
 
Unenge, Sandahl and Wyndhamn (1994) argue that people in general have a hard time 
understanding newspapers and often struggle with the concept of large numbers. They 
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refer to a study of diagnostic tests used in the gymnasium, in which the highest occurring 
number was 100,000. If this is a common phenomenon it is not surprising that later, even 
in adulthood, people have a problem with the concept of larger numbers, e.g. a million or 
a billion. This negates a critical consumption of media, and might even make it harder to 
make justifiable political decisions. If you have a problem with large numbers, for 
instance, it might be hard to tell whether it is reasonable for a state budget to set aside 
50 million for military defence or if this is simply lunacy.   
 
Another argument for learning mathematics in school is that some mathematical 
knowledge is considered to be public knowledge. Public knowledge usually refers to broad 
knowledge that is available to anyone; general knowledge, as opposed to specialist 
knowledge. The question of what content should be included in public knowledge, i.e. 
what everyone in a community should have some knowledge about, is quite hard to 
answer. In general, the common view of what public knowledge means reflects what the 
people of a particular society have been taught in school. Unenge, Sandahl and 
Wyndhamn (1994) assert that the rules of arithmetic, the skill of calculating areas and 
volumes of some common objects, and an understanding of the concept of percentage 
should all be seen as public knowledge. If this is a general comprehension it might be 
embarrassing to reveal that you lack some of these skills, especially as an adult. 
Descartes, a 17th-century philosopher and mathematician who is recognized as having 
played a part in developing algebra, predicted that mathematics would eventually become 
so easily understandable and accessible that it would be considered a part of common 
sense (Maasz & Schloeglmann, 2006). In a way, half of Descartes’ prophesy has come 
true. Some mathematical knowledge is indisputably a part of common sense, but it is 
probably safe to say that not everyone will agree on its understandability.  
 
At the same time that it can affect your self-esteem negatively when you fail to live up to 
the expectations of your surroundings, it can certainly affect your self-esteem positively 
when you do. If you succeed in handling the mathematical challenges life presents, you 
will probably feel competent and self-confident. Ernest (2014) emphasizes the benefits of 
mathematical confidence, which includes confidence in your knowledge, in how to apply 
it, and in the achievement of new knowledge. Mathematical confidence probably 
encourages you to take on problems you would not have dared to if you had doubted your 
mathematical ability, and solving problems can certainly be fulfilling. Besides this, with 
grounded mathematical confidence you avoid the unease of knowing you might have to 
reveal your lacking knowledge to your surroundings when facing a problem of a 
mathematical nature.   
 
Practising mathematics can also stimulate and develop students’ logical thinking, which is 
also stated in the Swedish curriculum as one of the aims of mathematics education 
(Skolverket, 2011). However, when it comes to the development of logical thinking, it is 
important to point out that students who only memorize formulas and fail to find any 
larger context or meaning probably do not experience any logical progress. Dörfler and 
McLone (1986) point out that even though mathematics can assist in the aim of 
developing logical thinking, this quality is not unique to the discipline of mathematics, and 
whether or not it actually develops logical thinking has to do with the manner in which it is 
taught. The teaching manners as well as the perceived purposes can differ significantly 
between different cultures and different curriculums (Andrews, 2007), and different 
approaches have different impacts on the development of logical thinking. One great 
threat to the development of logical thinking in mathematics education is the reduction of 
mathematics to simplified rules with the aim of easy memorization. When students are 
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taught to ‘move the term to the other side and change its sign’ when solving equations, 
instead of the method of balancing two equalities, the logic behind it is lost. Nogueira de 
Lima and Tall (2007) describe this kind of symbol shifting as additional ‘magic’ to get the 
correct solution, and magic is not a word we would like our students to associate with 
mathematics. Another example is when students learn to invert and multiply when 
dividing fractions, with no explanation behind the algorithm (Spangler, 1992). This does 
not encourage logical thinking and will likely result in many mistakes, since students are 
not actually aware of the reasons behind what they do. However, in this case, mistakes 
are frankly to be preferred; a student who is always able to execute these rules and 
algorithms the right way will never have her possible lack of understanding or her 
misunderstandings exposed and adjusted. There are several examples of students using 
mathematics in a completely illogical way. Kinard & Kozulin (2012, p. 11) describe how a 
majority of lower school students try to solve problems like “There are 26 sheep and 10 
goats on a ship. How old is the captain?” by combining the numbers 26 and 10 in 
different ways. This indicates a mechanical approach rather than a logical one, since if 
they were trying to solve the problem logically they would realize that the number of 
animals has nothing to do with the age of the captain. According to Spangler (1992), the 
tactic of extracting numbers from a word problem and selecting an operation to use based 
on the relative size of the numbers, with no understanding of how the operation relates to 
the problem, is used frequently. Students who tackle mathematical problems with this 
strategy probably have a view of school mathematics as separate from the mathematics 
used in real life  
 
When discussing mathematics education as a way to improve logical thinking, a study by 
Vygotskji’s successor, Alexander Luria, in Central Asia at the beginning of 1930 is of 
interest. In the study, a couple of problems were given to the local countryside population 
and the answers given by educated and non-educated people were compared. The 
problems were of the following kind: 
 

“There are no camels in Germany. Bremen is a city in Germany. Are there any camels 
in Bremen?” (Kinard & Kozulin, 2012, p.56).  

 
The results showed that educated people had no trouble accepting the question, while the 
non-educated people protested and claimed that it was impossible for them to answer 
since they had never been to Germany (Kinard & Kozulin, 2012). Even though it is not 
stated whether or not those who participated in the study had a specific mathematics 
education, it offers a remarkable perspective on the profits of education in the 
development of logical thinking. Another argument, which could be used for education in 
general, is learning for the sake of improving one’s skills in learning; i.e. learning how to 
learn (Kinard & Kozulin, 2012). 
 
One of Harel’s (2008, p.488) statements concerning mathematics teaching is as follows: 

 
“Mathematics teaching must not appeal to gimmicks, entertainment, or 
contingencies of reward and punishment, but focus primarily on the learner’s 
intellectual need by fully utilizing humans’ remarkable capacity to be puzzled.”  

 
This is a statement worth some thought. If a teacher struggles with a lack of motivation 
among her students, it is a natural response to try to make them perceive the subject as 
more fun. One way to try to do this can be to introduce colours, games and easy success, 
although this has not shown to be very effective and might even underestimate some 
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students’ desire to engage seriously with intellectual pursuits (Brown, Brown & Bibby, 
2008). It is possible that an absence of increasing interest among students following 
these strategies can be explained with a perception of lack of relevance. Neither colours 
nor games help mathematics as a school subject make any more sense, and further do 
not add any perception of meaningfulness. On the contrary, doing what Harel refers to as 
utilizing humans’ capacity to be puzzled may create a feeling of relevance since the 
students are in a state whereby they are perplexed by something and know that the 
answer is within reach. This reflection is not far from one made by Nardi and Steward 
(2003), in which they identify what they call a mystification-through-reduction effect. This 
effect refers to teachers who reduce mathematics to a list of rules in an attempt to make 
it easier for students, and thereby fail to enhance proper understanding and intellectual 
challenge. All the statements above highlight the importance of intellectual challenge; 
however, Harel’s statement might offer a somewhat black-and-white view of mathematics 
teaching. Perhaps the experience of entertainment and possible reward can serve as 
external motivation in the beginning, and the activity it encourages might lead to the 
sought sense of being puzzled. In this case, extrinsic motivation opens the door to 
intrinsic motivation. A student in Nardi and Steward’s study (2003) describes her 
experience of mathematic games as a very positive one that allowed her to gain more 
understanding since it was fun and made her pay more attention. Also, one has to keep in 
mind that no matter how piqued a student’s curiosity is, it is likely that a 15-year-old 
would not attend classes if she knew her absence would not affect her grade or result in 
discontent parents, i.e. if there were no contingencies of punishment or reward. 
Nevertheless, the power of curiosity and the sense of being puzzled as driving forces 
should not be underestimated.  
 

 

The appreciation of mathematics as an element of culture 
 

“Mathematics contains many of the deepest, most powerful and excited ideas 
created by mankind” (Ernest, 2014). 

 
Ernest’s (2000) last category involves the aim to create an appreciation of mathematics 
itself among students. Mathematics education should strive to make students appreciate 
its role in history, culture and society in general. It can involve seeing its beauty or being 
fascinated by its history, with no need for it to be of practical use in our everyday life. It 
could involve appreciating the central role of mathematics in life and work as well as in 
culture and art (Ernest, 2014). An appreciation of mathematics as an element of culture 
also involves an awareness of the historical developments of mathematics as important 
in themselves, and also inseparable from the most important developments in history 
(Ernest, 2014). It is stated in the Swedish curriculum that students should develop 
knowledge about the historical contexts in which mathematical concepts and methods 
have developed, but it is possible that this is given low priority among many teachers 
since it is rarely included in national tests.  
 
Ernest (2014) also mentions that the sense of mathematics as a unique discipline, with 
its connections to other disciplines, is yet another keystone in the appreciation of it. It has 
even historically been claimed that mathematics is the basis of all areas of thought, and 
although these kinds of theories have been frequently criticized, part of this view is still 
alive (Huckstep, 2007). It might be that insight into how mathematics is used to develop 
science, technology, economics etc. increases the perceived appreciation of its nature. 
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Most students would probably claim that disciplines such as physics and chemistry are 
built on the grounds of mathematics, but the question is whether they are aware of its role 
in other areas. Do they realize the role of mathematics when it comes to computers, 
buildings, politics and enterprises? The list of disciplines in which mathematics is used 
can obviously be made long, but compared to the links between mathematics and 
science; those between mathematics and other disciplines are fairly seldom highlighted.  
 
Insight into the culture of mathematics will also involve some knowledge about the 
discussion of whether mathematics was invented or discovered (Ernest, 2014), a 
discussion that would probably be very interesting to bring up in the classroom. In 
connection to this, it could also benefit students’ insights into the culture of mathematics 
to discuss how mathematicians assume the existence of things they want, and how they 
approach questions like “How would 20 behave if it existed?” (Cuoco et al., 1996). The 
fact that mathematicians have to manipulate rules and axioms to make sure that those 
that already exist still hold presents an interesting topic, the insights of which might also 
help create a sense of mathematics as a unique discipline.  
 
It is likely that a teacher who succeeds in getting students to think of mathematics as 
beautiful or fascinating will not have to defend the purpose of mathematics in school as 
frequently. But on the contrary, if the students do not share this fascinated view they will 
need something else to be motivated, which often results in the question “What do we 
need this for?”  
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Attitudes towards mathematics 
 
 
Many definitions can be found for the word attitude, one of which has been stated by 
Thurstone (1928, quoted by Utsumi & Mendes, 2002, p. 238): 
 

“Attitude is the total sum of inclinations and human feelings, prejudices or distortions 
and the preconceived notions, ideas, fears and convictions regarding a certain matter.” 

 
This offers a quite wide definition, which is reasonable since there is not a single factor 
that affects and determines the formation of attitudes. Another well-established prevalent 
definition offers a three-component view asserting that attitudes consist of three main 
components: a cognitive component representing the opinions and beliefs, an affective 
component representing our feelings, and a behavioural component representing our 
actual actions (Eiser, 1986). However, as Kulm (1980, Zan & Di Martino, 2007) suggests, 
there is probably no definition of the attitude towards mathematics that would fit all 
situations without being too general to be useful. As an example, a person’s behaviour 
can be highly inconsistent with her cognitive and affective components. Adopting this view 
makes it hard to define the meaning of a positive or negative attitude (Zan & Martino, 
2007). If a student is ambitious and engaging but still thinks mathematics is boring and 
irrelevant, does that mean she has a negative or positive attitude towards mathematics?  
 
Brito (1996, Utsumi & Mendes, 2002) states that the direction and intensity of attitudes 
depend on the experience each individual has. This is hardly arguable, and from this 
perspective it is obvious that there will be as many different attitudes towards 
mathematics as there are people. However, some certain aspects of attitude seem to be 
shared by a large number of people, and these attitudes naturally also continue to affect 
their future experiences of mathematics. Worth pointing out is that teachers’ beliefs about 
mathematics and mathematics education are affected by national curricula as well as 
current culture and traditions (Andrews, 2007), and commonly shared beliefs among 
teachers most likely affect the beliefs of students. This indicates that there will be 
national differences when it comes to beliefs and attitudes towards mathematics. 
Therefore, it is worth keeping in mind that research findings might not be typical of all 
countries and societies but rather mainly representative of the one where they were 
made. Findings regarding attitudes in Finland might be significantly different to those 
made in Italy, and the same holds for all countries. Also, since this study is based on 
mainly Western literature it will probably largely represent Western society, even though 
beliefs obviously vary among Western countries as well, and might differ distinctly from 
the dominating beliefs of other societies.  
 

A close relationship between understanding and attitude 
 
In his study of attitudes towards mathematics, Hannula (2002) observed that students 
occasionally expressed their thoughts about mathematics not being useful in real life 
after having stated that they did not understand a specific task. Hannula (2002) explains 
this with the emotional state caused by not understanding, which activates a value 
position towards the task. You are struggling with understanding, which after a while 
results in the determination that you do not need it anyway, like the fox with its grapes. 
Considering this explanation, the value position could work as a defence against being 
seen as stupid or slow, by others or yourself. Hannula (2002) also declares that, for some 
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students, having a positive attitude towards mathematics seemed almost equal to 
understanding it. This observation is supported in other research, in which it was found 
that students’ negative or positive feelings towards mathematics are strongly related to 
their failed versus succeeded attempts at understanding (Nardi & Steward, 2003; Utsumi 
and Mendes, 2002; Zan and Di Martino, 2007). However, what it means when students 
perceive that they understand mathematics is not unambiguous. It could be that they 
understand how a rule is derived, why it looks the way it does and why to use it when; but 
it could also mean that they have learned a mechanical procedure which gives them the 
right answer, without being able to motivate it beyond “the book says I should use this 
rule”. Findings show that both students who perceive mathematics as rules without 
reason and those who perceive it as rational can experience that they understand 
mathematics and have very positive attitudes towards it (Zan & Di Martino, 2007).  
 
There also seems to be something quite particular about the way people adopt disliking 
mathematics as part of their identity. Unenge, Sandahl and Wyndhamn (1994) describe 
how some people even declare with pride that they have never understood mathematics. 
Although, even if people willingly identify themselves as incompetent within the area of 
mathematics, like Unenge, Sandahl and Wyndhamn (1994) propose, this should not be 
directly translated to being satisfied with their inability. It may be that if you already see 
yourself as incapable, you seek to identify with people who share your experience. Also, as 
mentioned earlier, an openly negative attitude can serve as protection from a sense of 
failure. Mason (2004) discusses the idea that attitudes and beliefs are not always 
generators of actions, but are instead a result of reflecting on actions and attempting to 
justify them. Adopting this idea, it is reasonable to believe that a person who thinks she is 
failing in the area of mathematics will try to explain this to herself and others with the fact 
that she hates mathematics and thinks it is a waste of time.  
 
The link between understanding and attitude is most likely two-way, i.e. understanding 
tasks affects your attitude positively but a positive attitude in turn probably makes 
understanding more likely. This theory is supported by Spangler (1992), who states that 
students’ beliefs have a powerful influence on their perception of their own ability and 
their desire to engage in mathematics. If this is the case, it is easy to see how students 
can be trapped in vicious cycles whereby their struggles to understand create a 
repugnance, which in turn makes understanding even harder, and the circle is complete. 
Spangler (1992) suggests that raising students’ awareness of their own attitudes can be 
helpful in the aim of breaking free from a downward spiral.  
 
 

Mathematics for the elite 
 
In their studies of adolescence’s thoughts on mathematics, Brown, Brown and Bibby have 
found a commonly shared view of mathematics as something one has a predetermined, 
innate potential to learn: 
 

“Some students appeared to believe that there were fixed ‘boundaries’ for each 
individual person in mathematics, beyond which learning becomes extremely difficult 
and frustrating, and several pointed towards this personal ‘fixed boundary’ effect 
within their reasons for not continuing with mathematics” (Brown, Brown & Bibby, 
2008, p.8).   
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There is also a common belief that mathematics is something for exceptionally intelligent 
people, an elite who are bright enough to crack the code (Nardi & Steward, 2003; Brown, 
Brown & Bibby, 2008). However, a student’s belief that mathematics is difficult does not 
necessarily mean she regards it as any less important (Zan & Di Martino, 2007).  
 
The use of mathematical skills as a measurement of intelligence is not rare; the 
statement “She’s really smart; she has an A in math” is probably more common than the 
similar “He’s really smart; he has an A in history”. Findings in Nardi & Steward’s study 
(2003) support this theory, with e.g. a student describing students in the top set in 
mathematics as frighteningly smart but not thinking of herself this way even though she is 
in the top set in English. This way of thinking can result in a fear of engaging in 
mathematics since you might be exposed as non-intelligent (Nardi & Steward, 2003). The 
claim “I don’t have the brains for math” is not uncommon, and reveals a perception of this 
ability as a permanent personality trait that cannot be changed (Kinard & Kozulin, 2012). 
This view is probably, and very unfortunately, also shared by some teachers; it can also 
result in, for instance, ability groupings among students whereby they are divided into 
groups based on their performance and participate in mathematics lessons in 
homogenous groups. This represents a quite resigned attitude about the potential of the 
lower-achieving students. As Jennings and Dunne (1996, p.54) propose: “The greater the 
emphasis on differentiated learning, the greater the gap will become”. It is common 
knowledge that we derive our identities partly from others’ image of us, and that low 
expectations can lead to low achievement. Therefore, being told by a teacher that 
something, for example a high grade or further mathematical studies, is too hard for you 
can have serious consequences (Brown, Brown & Bibby, 2008). The same holds for being 
told you belong in the low-achieving mathematics group.  
 

The mystery of adolescence  
 
Sjøberg (2005) presents an interesting view on adolescents today as very different from 
adolescents in earlier generations. One important difference is that young people in 
Sweden today have many more choices than those of earlier centuries (Sjøberg, 2005). 
Most Swedish youth have plenty of spare time, which they can choose to spend as they 
wish, and always have close access to stimulation through smart phones, tablets and 
other media. Sjøberg (2005) also points out that the feeling of duty that young people 
experienced towards school and teachers in the past no longer exists in the same way. 
Instead, young people today have a need to experience meaning in what they do and to 
see the relevance in the goal they are working towards. These relatively new realities of 
the young people of Sweden might amplify the need for a sense of purpose in 
mathematics education that cannot be challenged. If Sjøberg’s observations represent a 
fair image of young students today, it is more important than ever that they experience 
that there is meaning in what they are supposed to learn in school, which puts pressure 
on school management and teachers, who can no longer lean on their authority as 
sufficient motivation. However, it is worth pointing out that this approach is mainly 
representative of Western societies, and is perhaps even more typical of Sweden than 
many other Western countries. Students from, e.g., the Confucian heritage culture found 
in China, Singapore and Korea are taught from young ages to respect those who are older 
and hold a higher rank, such as teachers. With this respect follows an acceptance of 
teachers’ wisdom and knowledge, and these things will generally not be questioned (Tran, 
2012). Hofstede (1986), discussing possible cultural differences in school settings, gives 
many examples of how teachers’ authority is regarded differently in different societies. 
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With this said, the authority of schools and teachers is likely still enough motivation for 
learning in many places in the world, even if not in Sweden.  
 
Studies imply that a negative attitude towards mathematics is more common among 
students in their later teens than younger students. Utsumi and Mendes (2000) found 
significant differences in attitudes between 11-12-year-olds and 16-year-olds, with the 
latter expressing much more negative attitudes. Ernest (2002) comments that the 
increasing negativity seen in attitudes towards mathematics in later school years can be 
explained by such things as adolescence, attitudes among peers, the pressure of exams, 
and negative images of mathematics present in the surroundings. The decline in affection 
for mathematics among students can of course also have to do with a singular event or 
experience that damaged their self-image and therefore their desire to engage in 
mathematics. This could be, for example, a failed test or an insufficient grade, which 
according to Utsumi and Mendes (2000) can contribute to negative attitudes. Another 
factor could be that students in upper secondary school are taught mathematics in a 
more isolated and self-contained way than in earlier years (Dörfler & McLone, 1986), 
which might create the sense of an absence of applications and thereby an absence of 
relevance.  
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The nature of mathematics  
 

Understanding mathematics 
 
Carraher and Schliemann (2002) describe mathematics as a cultural and personal 
enterprise. Their explanation behind this description is that it is based on traditions, 
symbol systems and ideas that have evolved over centuries, which make it cultural, but it 
also demands constructive processes and creative renewal from its learners, which 
makes it personal. This offers a view of mathematics as slightly different from other 
school subjects. Looking at history, geography or biology, it might be the case that 
everything you need to know to pass the class is written in your textbook. If you are 
studying, e.g., the Second World War, you can get all the information you need about the 
course of events, the involved countries and the years from reading the textbook. If you 
are able to remember what you have read, you will most likely pass an upcoming test. This 
comparison might give a rather rigid view of history education; obviously, students need to 
use their own abilities to think about and reflect on historical events and not just be 
echoing parrots. However, learning mathematics is a unique process compared to other 
school subjects. Discussions of whether someone understands mathematics are far more 
common than those of whether someone understands geography, French or home 
economics. Knowing the Pythagorean theorem by rote is not enough to use it, since it 
demands skills in algebra and arithmetic and furthermore the ability to identify a right-
angled triangle and its hypotenuse. In other words: knowing is not enough; you also have 
to know how to apply this knowledge. Perhaps this property of mathematics education is 
one of the underlying factors behind the frequent negative attitudes among both current 
and former students; perhaps this is what lies behind the numerous descriptions of 
mathematics as difficult.  
 
Since all different sectors of mathematics are based on each other and are tightly 
entangled, lacking skills in one area may sabotage the rest of them. This means that no 
matter how ambitious a student is, she cannot learn and understand the Pythagorean 
theorem if she does not first repair her shortcomings in algebra. Comparing this to history, 
for example, a student can probably learn about the World Wars in a satisfactory way even 
if she has gaps in her knowledge about Industrialism. However, it is worth pointing out 
that there are no step-by-step instructions when it comes to learning mathematics. Even 
though a lack of understanding in basic algebra will cause problems when learning how to 
handle more complex equations, the more complex equation might also reinforce 
students’ understanding of the nature of algebra. As it was stated in the first Mathematics 
National Curriculum: “Although mathematics does contain a hierarchical element, 
learning in mathematics does not take place in completely predetermined sequences” 
(Jennings & Dunne, 1996, p.49). Jennings and Dunne (1996) even assert that some 
content, which according to curricula belongs to the higher levels of mathematics studies, 
would actually have made the lower levels easier if introduced earlier.  
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The abstraction of mathematics 
 
“It is by virtue of its fundamental nature as a universal abstract language and its 
underpinning of the sciences, technology and engineering, [that] mathematics has a claim 
to an inherently different status from most other disciplines” (Smith 2004, Huckstep, 
2007, p.430).  
 
The description of mathematics as abstract often has negative associations when 
mathematics education is discussed, and is often used as an opposite to the positives 
concrete or clear (Cuoco et al., 1996). However, the quotation above describes 
mathematics as powerful; as a universal abstract language. Cuoco et al. (1996) share the 
view, describing abstraction as a powerful tool for expressing ideas and obtaining new 
insights and result. This description is not unique to mathematics, but can be used for 
music or the arts as well (Huckstep, 2007). Mathematics may be seen as somewhat 
unique since its abstraction can be used to develop other important disciplines, and 
therefore the utility of science, technology and engineering can be added to the utility of 
mathematics. As Cuoco et al. (1996, p.400) put it: “The mathematics developed in this 
century will be the basis for the technological and scientific innovations developed in the 
next one”.  
 
Mathematics aims to create a meaning within ways to see patterns and relations through 
abstraction (Kinard & Kozulin, 2012). But what does the description of abstraction really 
refer to? One interpretation is that the abstract character comes from numerical tasks in 
which you calculate using numbers instead of quantities like in real life, but Carraher and 
Schliemann (2002) present a different view that is consistent with the quotation above. 
They propose that symbols and representational systems are abstract not because they 
are out of context, but rather because they can be applied in a wide range of contexts. 
Carraher and Schliemann (2002) also propose that by giving different examples of 
contexts in which a certain abstract relation can be used, students can show that they 
have understood the relation. However, research implies that students in general tend to 
exclude real-life knowledge and considerations when confronted with such problems 
(Verschaffel, De Corte & Lasure, 1994). A word problem that requires the use of real-life 
reasoning is the following: 
  

Steve has bought 4 planks of 2.5 m each. How many planks of 1 m can he get out of 
these planks? (Verschaffel, De Corte & Lasure, 1994, p.276) 

  
When fifth graders were confronted with this problem the answer 10, i.e. 4 multiplied by 
2.5, was very common. To get the result, the students obviously used their knowledge 
about the multiplication operation and applied it within a context, which is an ability we 
want our students to gain. Nevertheless, even though they chose and handled the 
operation of multiplication flawlessly, the answer 10 is not realistic as long as they do not 
plan to glue the planks together. This problem is an example of students needing to 
consider both their knowledge of abstract mathematics as well as their knowledge about 
the real world to construct a reasonable model. In these situations, the students’ beliefs 
regarding the nature of mathematics get in their way of linking their abstract 
mathematical knowledge to problems in their everyday lives (Mason, 2004). Perhaps the 
fact that the majority of real-life problems in school mathematics are adjusted to be 
solved with easy and straightforward methods, while the mathematical problems in reality 
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are not, contributes to the abstraction of mathematics not being effectively utilized by 
students. The school word problem might be seen as something completely alone in its 
category, separate from mathematic problems in real life. 
 
In a study of English mathematics teachers’ beliefs about mathematics education, 
Andrews (2007) found that some teachers were of the idea that lower-achieving students 
should learn mathematics with applications in their everyday lives while more able 
students should learn more abstract mathematics. This might be a rather problematic 
view since mathematics is abstract, and the attempt to reduce its abstraction for some 
students deprives them of the chance to behold the whole nature of mathematics.  
 

One correct answer  
 
There is a common belief that mathematical problems can only have one correct answer, 
and that there is only one correct way to get that specific answer (Verschaffel et al., 1999; 
Nardi & Steward, 2003). Ernest (2002) argues that a view of mathematics as rigid, fixed, 
absolute and abstract might be communicated in school when students are given 
unrelated routine tasks with one fixed, right answer. Verschaffel et al. (1999) also 
describe it as an issue that students are mostly confronted with standard problems in 
which the relation between the context and required calculations is straightforward and 
provides only one possible solution. A similar observation was made by Spangler (1992) 
when asking students what they would do if they and a classmate got different answers to 
the same problem; the most common answer was that they would search for errors in 
their solution. This answer supports the theory that students generally do not consider the 
possibility that there could be more than one correct answer, which is not surprising given 
the way the textbooks and tests are designed in mathematics education. It is also worth 
noting that most of the time when students are confronted with a problem it is obvious 
from the beginning what method they are supposed to use. If a student reads a problem 
in his textbook under the headline Derivatives it is quite obvious what the intended 
method for solving the problem is, even if the problem actually has different possible 
solutions. Nogueira de Lima and Tall (2007) even found that students sometimes search 
for ways to use newly learned methods even when solving problems for which this method 
does not work. Verschaffel, De Corte and Lasure (1994) also identify this issue, stating 
that students are taught to identify the correct arithmetic operation to solve a word 
problem. The problem lies with students as well as teachers, who sometimes even reject 
a solution when it is not in line with what they had in mind (Andrews & Xenofontos, 2014). 
This approach prevents systematic attention to the modelling perspective as an important 
part of a genuine mathematical disposition.  
 
Worth mentioning is that many mathematical problems obviously do have only one correct 
solution, something that can definitely be described as one of the characteristics of 
mathematics. Nevertheless, there are an endless number of problems that can be solved 
with mathematics that have many different correct answers, which depend on how the 
modelling is done. Unfortunately, these seem to be absent in school mathematics even 
though they occur frequently in reality (Ernest, 2002; Verschaffel et al. 1999). Verschaffel 
et al. (1999, p. 205) give the following example of a problem used in their research: 
 

Wim would like to make a swing at a branch of a big old tree. The branch has a 
height of 5 meters. Wim has already made a suitable wooden seat for his swing. 
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Now Wim is going to buy some rope. How many meters of rope will Wim have to 
buy? 

 
When I asked a friend how she would solve this problem, she immediately answered that 
it was impossible to solve without knowing how high up from the ground the swing should 
be. The reason for her bewilderment when she had the problem read to her is plainly that 
she expected a made-up mathematical problem to have one correct answer. This 
expectation was so deeply grounded that she did not even consider making a reasonable 
decision herself regarding how high to place the swing. One way to avoid spreading this 
view could be to encourage collaboration among peers early on. Zuckerman (2004, 
Kinard & Kozulin, 2012) asserts that one of the main reflection skills that should be 
developed during the early school years should be the ability to understand problems 
from other perspectives than your own, an ability that group work can possibly evolve. 
However, to get the desired effect of group work students cannot only be given routine 
tasks with only one fixed answer and only one way to get it. Carraher and Schliemann 
(2002) also recommend that teachers encourage students to try multiple paths of 
reasoning when solving problems, an approach that might loosen the rigid view of 
mathematics.  
 

Relevance to this study  
  
The main aim of this study is to gain insight into students’ views on the purpose of 
mathematics. Another aim is to examine how different attitudes towards mathematics can 
be expressed and how these are connected to its perceived purpose.  
 
According to the theories that have been accounted for above there are many different 
kinds of arguments for teaching mathematics in school, and this study will examine 
whether the same purposes are perceived by Swedish gymnasium students. It will also be 
examined whether certain purposes are perceived to be more important than others, and 
whether there are any differences between the purposes perceived by vocational and 
academic track students, respectively.  
 
In the interviews, students’ attitudes towards mathematics will be made visible and 
compared to the theories on attitudes presented in this literature review. 
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Methodology  
 

Interviewing as a method 
 
The idea of this study was to use interviews to gain insight into the perceived purposes of 
mathematics among gymnasium students. While interviews were given as a method, 
there were still some considerations that had to be made. Decisions about whom to 
interview where and when had to be made, and the interviews had to be carefully 
planned. This section contains a number of theories on interviewing and motivations for 
the decisions made in this project.  
 

Theories about interviewing   
 
Starrin and Renck (1996, Kullberg, 2004) describe the interview as a special kind of 
dialogue with the unique intention of collecting information. From the perspective of 
interactionism, the data collected from interviews correspond to a reality generated by 
interviewer and interviewee (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). The underlying of the interaction 
between participants is important, since the interviewer’s own way of understanding her 
own reality will affect how she interprets and understands the perceived world of the 
interviewee. The challenge is not to find a report that mirrors the reality independent of 
the interview situation, but to explain and justify the analysis of the reports given in the 
interview (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). The description of the interview as a dialogue is 
interesting, since the aim of the interviews in this study was for the students to feel they 
were a part of a conversation rather than a structured interview.  
 
As mentioned in the introduction, it might help students in their future studies to be more 
aware of their own attitudes and beliefs (Spangler, 1992). Therefore, another intention of 
the interviews was to encourage the students toward reflection and perhaps even self-
analysis, which can be achieved with a dialogue interview in which the interviewer creates 
open and authentic questions (Kullberg, 2004). Open questions can be described as 
those without a limited number of answer alternatives. The question “Do you think you’ll 
ever use the things you learn in class?” could serve as an example of a closed question, 
since it offers the natural answer alternatives “yes” and “no”. To avoid closed questions 
like this, Kullberg (2004) recommends questions of the type “Describe how you think 
about…” to encourage richer answers than simply yes or no. This kind of questioning 
lowers the level of structuring, according to Trost (2009), who mentions that although it 
makes answers harder to categorize it decreases the risk of limiting them by presenting 
already existing frames. Trost (2009) also mentions that the interviewer should have her 
mind set on a level of standardization when planning the interviews. In this study, the 
level of standardization was somewhere in the middle of the spectrum since the setting 
and the five frame questions were the same in all interviews but the follow-up questions 
depended on the answers given, and therefore varied from one interview to another. This 
method of interviewing fits into what Kvale and Brinkmann (2014) describe as the 
qualitative interview inspired by a phenomenological perspective, whereby the interviewer 
tries to derive descriptions of the interviewee’s perceived world by interpretations of the 
phenomena she describes.  
 
Many researchers express a note of warning when it comes to being afraid of the silence 
that can occur after a question is asked (see e.g. Kullberg, 2004 and Trost, 2009). 
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Silence can make the interviewer uncomfortable and doubtful as to whether the question 
has been understood, whereupon the interviewer askes another question on top of the 
first one or tries to develop the question further. This behaviour can disrupt the 
interviewee in her thought process and make her confused about which question to 
answer (Kullberg, 2004). Therefore, it is important that the interviewer not be stressed by 
the silence and perhaps even have as a principle that if a question needs clarifying it is up 
the person being interviewed to request this. Trost (2009) also points out that the 
interviewer should be aware of how she controls the interview, since an overly active 
interviewer might steer the interview in a certain direction.  Doing this creates the 
possibility that you miss out on discoveries you would have made if you had walked the 
road the participant would have taken without your lead. It is obviously important to listen 
carefully to the interviewee and be aware of that important information might be found 
between the lines. One way to get immediate verification of whether your interpretations 
are valid could be to express them to the interviewee straight away (Kvale & Brinkmann, 
2014). However, there is always a risk of influencing the interviewee more than intended; 
to avoid this, Trost (2009) recommends never making statements while interviewing. For 
example, instead of asking “Did you mean that…” you should ask “What did you mean 
by…”. Encouraging further explanation and detail, or asking follow-up questions, might 
then give the interviewer an idea of the validity of her interpretations without putting 
words into the mouth of the interviewee. However, being aware of these ideas is no 
guarantee you will ask flawless questions, and it would be a lie to say that the questions 
asked in this study were not occasionally more similar to the bad than the good examples 
given in this section. 
 
Trost (2009) suggests that you should have as a norm to never ask the people you are 
interviewing what they felt or experienced in certain situations but instead only ask them 
about their actions. This statement reveals a rejection of the phenomenological 
perspective, whose interest lies in understanding the world as the participants perceive it, 
according to the assumption that the relevant reality is what people perceive it to be 
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). Completely rejecting the participant’s own interpretations of 
her experiences means that you eliminate an important factor that could help you in your 
pursuit to understand her. Even if the answers you get to retrospective questions are all 
contemporary interpretations, which due to failing memory or personal changes can be 
different to what actually occurred at the time of the event (Trost, 2009; Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2014), the contemporary interpretation of the situation can still be valuable. 
If a student describes that she always had positive and joyful feelings towards 
mathematics when she was younger, the memory of her earlier mathematics experiences 
is interesting even though she might have forgotten that she actually struggled sometimes 
and occasionally had very negative feelings about mathematics. Trost (2009) mentions 
that the interviewer should interpret the interviewee’s actions in the after-work, rather 
than the interviewee herself making the interpretations. However, this opinion agrees with 
the phenomenological idea that it is up to the interviewer to seek the answers to why the 
interviewee acts and perceives the way she does (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). On the 
other hand, without the student’s own picture of the underlying feelings it is very hard for 
the interviewer to tell whether she stormed out of a lesson because of her frustration with 
the teacher, frustration with herself, restlessness, or something completely different. 
Therefore, the phenomenological idea of considering both the interviewee’s actions and 
her own understandings of them in your interpretation work seems reasonable. Worth 
mentioning is that it is impossible to know whether the interpretations of Trost’s (2009) 
statements here are in line with what he wanted to convey. It is most likely that he did not 
mean you should never ask people to describe further than their visible actions, but 
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rather wanted to communicate the idea of the interviewer as the main interpreter. 
Everything being said, descriptions of actions as well as understandings and feelings, will 
be filtered through the interpretation of the interviewer. This might appear to be an 
obvious remark, but it is nevertheless important to keep in mind, for the interviewer as 
well as for readers of this report.  

 

Qualitative interviews  
 
The first choice that had to be made was whether the study should use a quantitative or 
qualitative approach. If the aim of a study is to gain an understanding of people’s way of 
thinking or reacting, or to distinguish their patterns of behaviour, it is suitable to employ a 
qualitative approach (Trost, 2009). The idea of a qualitative study is also supported by 
Kullberg (2004), who says that qualitative studies are suitable if the ambition is to 
understand people’s thoughts and views of phenomena in their surroundings, while 
quantitative studies are a suitable method if the aim is to measure something or test 
people’s knowledge. Kvale and Brinkmann (2014) describe the qualitative interview as a 
research method that offers privileged access to people’s perceptions of the lived world. 
Since this study aimed to discover the thoughts and beliefs of gymnasium students and 
had no aims to measure, a qualitative study was appropriate. This was not a hard choice 
to make, since the reachable depth of the students’ thoughts would have been 
compromised in a quantitative study. To be able to conduct a quantitative study within the 
time plan of this project, it would probably have to have been done using questionnaires, 
a method that allows neither follow-up questions nor any other kind of interaction. 
Besides this, important nuances in voice and body language would have been lost. With 
these aspects as guidelines, the method chosen for this study was the qualitative 
interview.   

 

Group interviews 
 
Individual interviews have generally been the standard method used in academic studies, 
but in recent years group interviews in general, and focus group interviews in particular, 
have become more apparent (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014; Parker & Tritter, 2006). Focus 
group interviews are characterized as a less directive interview in which the interviewer, 
usually referred to as the moderator, introduces subjects for discussion and makes sure 
there is an exchange among the interviewees (Kvale & Brickmann, 2014). The main 
difference between a focus group interview and a classic group interview is that the 
moderator has a peripheral role whereby the focus lies on the interaction between 
participants rather than between participants and the interviewer (Parker & Tritter, 2006), 
and that explicit use is made of the group interaction to generate data. Although the 
interaction between interviewees was of high interest in this study, the interviewer had a 
more leading role than what normally characterizes a focus group interview. Based on 
this, the interviews in this study are not defined as focus group interviews but rather as 
classic group interviews.  
 
 
Trost (2009) advises that there should be a maximum of five participants in this kind of 
interview. In this study the groups consisted of three to five students, mainly to ensure 
that everyone had the chance to talk and also to make the interviews easier to follow and 
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transcribe. The groups were formed so that all participants in a group knew each other. 
There were several reasons for this decision, the most important being the hope that the 
setting would make the students more relaxed and that it would be perceived as a 
conversation rather than an interview. Another benefit of interviewing a group of people 
who are familiar with each other is that a more informal setting leads to less censored 
language among the participants, which means that they will more often use the language 
they are used to using when speaking with friends (Trost, 2009). When performing 
interviews in groups, the students could react to and build on each other’s thoughts, and 
by doing this they sometimes had to explain what they meant without being asked to do 
so by the interviewer. Kvale and Brinkmann (2014) also point out that collective 
interaction can lead to more spontaneous and emotional views than the individual 
interview. The risk that comes with interviewing a group of friends is that they might know 
each other too well, causing their interaction to be based on patterns of their already 
established social relations (Parker & Tritter, 2006). This was not perceived as an issue in 
this study, however, perhaps since the subject discussed was probably not something the 
students usually talked about.  
 
Another reason for the choice of group interviews was the hope for a smaller gap in the 
power situation that arises between interviewer and interviewee. Since the interviewer 
knows to a higher extent than the participants what is going to happen, and is perhaps 
even an expert in the area being researched, she will naturally be in a unique power 
position (Trost, 2009). The interviewer is also the one who chooses the subject to discuss 
and when to change it, and normally does not share her own thoughts on the subject even 
though she expects interviewees to do so (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). To even out this 
gap, it might help if students are interviewed as a group rather than alone since this puts 
them in a position in which they know each other and the interviewer is the outsider in the 
group. Because this places the students at a higher power level, it might contribute to an 
increased sense of security.  
 
A final and very straightforward reason behind conducting group interviews is the 
parameter of time. Since conducting and transcribing a 30-minute interview is expected 
to take a day’s work, there was plainly not enough time for 31 individual interviews in this 
project. As Parker and Tritter (2004, p.23) put it: “Focus groups are seen to yield large 
amounts of qualitative data in exchange for relatively little face-to-face researcher 
contact”. This holds not only for focus group interviews in particular, but also for group 
interviews in general.  
 
There are obviously not only advantages but also risks accompanying group interviews 
that are important to keep in mind. Since discussions will arise among the interviewees, 
the interviewer loses some control and there is a risk that the discussion will become a bit 
chaotic (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014) and take a direction other than the one the 
interviewer had in mind. Trost (2009) mentions that there might be one or a few dominant 
individuals who talk more than others, and also comments that there is a possibility that 
the norm values of the group might influence how they answer; hence, the group pressure 
might prevent individuals’ real thoughts from being expressed. With this as a background, 
Trost advises researchers not to use group interviews if they are interested in accessing 
people’s attitudes. On the other hand, this could be looked at from another perspective: 
you could also say that group interviews will offer good insight into the commonly 
accepted attitudes within a group. Say a student claims she will never use what she has 
learned in mathematics, and gets endorsement from the rest of the group. The conclusion 
can be drawn that this is an accepted view in this group, which is also relevant to the 
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examination of attitudes. Parker and Tritter (2006) describe this as a kind of momentum, 
which allows underlying opinions, attitudes and beliefs to appear alongside the individual 
statements. Perhaps these opinions, attitudes and beliefs are common for the whole 
group, which then contributes to an understanding of the meaning and norms of the 
group. However, it is of course important to be aware that the answers you get might not 
always be the same ones you would have gotten if you had been alone with a particular 
student. Then again, you can never be sure that the answers given, in either groups or 
individual interviews, represent what a person actually thinks. She might be saying what 
she thinks you want to hear, or what the person she wishes she were would answer, or 
what she thinks is expected of her as a girl, a student in the science programme etc. It 
would probably have been worthwhile to combine the group interviews with other 
methods so that data from various sources could be simultaneously analysed to provide a 
rich overall picture (Parker & Tritter, 2006), but unfortunately this could not be done 
within the time frame of this project.  
 

Selection of students  
 
Interviews with 16 academic-track students and 15 vocational-track students were 
conducted. The students on the academic tracks were either in the science or 
technological programme, and the vocational-track students were in the electrical 
programme. One mathematics course is compulsory for students in all gymnasium 
programmes. For students in the electrical programme this is the only mathematics 
course they have to take, while students in the science and technology programmes have 
to take three more courses after the first one.   
 
In this study no comparisons have been made between the genders, and therefore no 
students have been offered or denied participation based on their gender. It has included 
both male and female participants, and the rates reflect the distribution of males and 
females in each programme; i.e. there was a majority of males among the electrical and 
technological-track students while the distribution among the science-track students was 
more even.  
 
The first step in the planning of the interviews was to contact the principal of a 
gymnasium in Stockholm that has both vocational and academic-track students. When 
the principal had given me permission to contact the students of the school, I contacted 
some teachers, asking their permission to visit their student groups. Teachers of both 
vocational and academic-track students were contacted, and all of them were positive to 
the study and invited me to visit their classes. During the class visits I introduced myself 
to the students and told them about the project, and thereafter asked if they would be 
interested in being interviewed. Surprisingly many of them showed interest, and I 
contacted them later to set a time and date for the interview.  
 
The teachers and students contacted were selected randomly; the only consciously 
sought trait in the interviewees was that they were a student on either the science, 
technological or electrical track. However, since only students who volunteered were 
interviewed, it is important to keep in mind that they might not be representative of all 
students. It is also important to keep in mind that all participating students are part of the 
Swedish school system, and most of them had spent all their school years in Swedish 
schools. This indicates that even though they might represent typical Swedish students, 
their thoughts might differ significantly from students in other cultures.   
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Context  
 
All interviews were done in a conference room at the students’ school. The interview 
times, chosen by the students, varied between 10 am and 3 pm. In all interviews, which 
lasted approximately 30 minutes, students were filmed using the interviewer’s computer. 

Ethical aspects 
 
Vetenskapsrådet, the Swedish Research Council, have developed the booklet Good 
Research Practice, in which they state ethical aspects that need to be considered when 
conducting research in the humanities and social sciences. The general policy is 
summarized in eight simple statements (Vetenskapsrådet, 2008, p.12): 
 

1. You should always be honest about your research. 
2. You should consciously review and report the starting positions for your studies. 
3. You should present your methods and results openly.  
4. You should present possible commercial interests.  
5. You should not copy the results of others. 
6. You should be organized in your research, e.g. by documentation. 
7. You should aim to do your research without causing any harm on humans, animals 

or environment. 
8. You should be fair in your judgement of research made by others. 

 
This study presented no difficulties in following the guidelines above. Since there are no 
secrets or commercial interests coupled with this study, the first four points could be 
achieved with no effort. Since the results of the study consist of answers given by 
students it is unique, and the exact same result cannot exist in any other study 
conducted. All communication with teachers and students has been saved, and the 
interviews are documented on tape. The only harm that could possibly have been done in 
this study is to the participating students, which I truly hope none of them have 
experienced. They did all volunteer to be interviewed, could always choose to not answer 
a question, and were aware of their right to terminate their participation, although no one 
chose to make use of this right. When it comes to my judgement of research made by 
others, my fairness can only be evaluated by the researchers I have referred to; however, 
my intention has never been to be unjust.  
 
Since the students participating in the study are over 15 years old, there was no need for 
parental approval. However, the students themselves needed to consent both to my use 
of their words in the report and to their being videotaped. It was also important that they 
receive information about who would have access to the videotapes and what they would 
be used for. The students were also informed that they could at any time withdraw their 
approval for the videos to be used in the research (Vetenskapsrådet, 2008). 
 
When it comes to anonymity, there are different possible levels that can be achieved. 
Complete anonymity means that not even the researcher knows the identity of the 
participant (Trost, 2009). This can be achieved through, for example, anonymous surveys 
whereby a questionnaire cannot be matched to the person completing it, but can 
obviously not be achieved in a face-to-face interview. In this study the interviewer, who is 
also the writer of this thesis, was the only one aware of the participants’ identities  
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(obviously aside from the other students in the same interviewing group). The name and 
location of the school are also hidden to everyone besides the interviewer and the 
participants. With respect to the confidentiality principle, the interviewer will not reveal to 
anyone else what a certain student has said or done (Trost, 2009). One ethical issue 
regarding anonymity is that the researcher can interpret participants’ answers without 
being contradicted (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2014). In this report, all quotations are presented 
verbatim but all accompanying analysis is based on interpretations made by the writer.  
 

Conducting the interviews  
 
The interviews were videotaped, since this is the only way to capture both what is said and 
how it is said; including tone of voice, body language and facial expressions. These 
captured factors also helped make the transcription easier. Since there is a risk that video 
recording leads to a situation being perceived as somewhat strained (Trost, 2009), the 
video recorder in the interviewer’s computer was used to avoid the presence of an object, 
i.e. a video camera, which the students were not used to having around. When with the 
camera in the computer was recording, the computer could simply stand on the table with 
something on the screen that did not draw attention to it, for instance a neutral picture. 
Since today’s students are used to having computers around, it most likely feels less 
awkward seeing a computer than a video recorder on the table.  
 
In each interview five main questions, listed below, were asked. Besides these, the rest of 
the questions depended on the students’ answers to the main ones. However, sometimes 
the same follow-up questions occurred in more than one interview. 
 
Questions: 
 

1.) How would you describe an average mathematics lesson at school? 

2.) What do you think is the purpose of compulsory school mathematics? 

3.) What do you think mathematics as a subject has to offer those who engage 
with it? 

4.) If you could say something about the nature of mathematics education to those 
in charge of the educational system, what would it be? 

5.) How would you explain this solution [the students are shown a written solution 
to the equation x + 5 = 4x - 1] to someone who has never worked with 
equations before?  

 
Swedish:  

1.) Hur skulle ni beskriva en typisk matematiklektion i skolan?  
2.) Vad tror ni är syftet med att ha obligatorisk matematikundervisning i skolan?  
3.) Vad tror ni att matematik kan erbjuda de som sysslar med det?  
4.) Om ni kunde säga någonting om matematikundervisning till de som är 

ansvariga för skolsystemet, vad skulle ni säga då?  
5.) Hur skulle ni förklara den här lösningen [eleverna får en nedskriven lösning till 

ekvationen x + 5 = 4x - 1] för någon som aldrig jobbat med ekvationer 
tidigare?] 
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To avoid disturbing the students’ stories, no written notes were taken during the 
interviews. However, a logbook was used, following Trost’s (2009) proposal to write down 
thoughts and feelings about the interview as soon as it is over and the students have left.  
  

Transcribing  
 
When it comes to transcribing, some questions need to be considered before starting: 
 

• What notations should you use to describe hesitations, pauses, laughter etc.? 
• Are you going to note things besides what is said, such as body language, facial 

expressions, looks etc.?  
• Should you transcribe everything verbatim, or will there be occasions when you will 

change citations in some way?  
 
When it comes to citations, Kullberg (2004) explicitly states that the exact spoken 
language used in the interviews should be kept in the transcription. On the other hand, 
Trost (2009) asserts that there are occasions when changes to the citations are to be 
preferred. As an example, he says that a somewhat careless language with frequent slang 
words can make a participant feel embarrassed and diminished. He therefore suggests 
that citations can be tidied up as long as you do not change anything of importance to 
their meaning, and as long as you state that you have made changes while transcribing. In 
the transcriptions done in this study the students’ speech was transcribed verbatim, 
mainly to ensure that nothing was lost in the data due to interpretations by the interviewer 
doing the transcribing. With this said, I am not of the opinion that Trost (2009) lacks a 
point with his reasoning. Commonly used notations were used to describe things such as 
pauses and laughter; explanations accompany the transcriptions.  
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Results 
 
The five main questions of the interviews will be used as a way to structure the discussion 
of the results. Each question will serve as a subheading, while its answers and follow-up 
questions, will be presented within that section. A full transcript of one of the interviews 
will be attached in the Appendix as an example. A total of eight interviews were done, four 
with students in academic programmes and four with students in vocational programmes. 
When a student is quoted, an initial in brackets will follow his/her name, representing an 
academic (A) or vocational (V) programme. Each quotation will be presented with both the 
English translation and the original Swedish. While the original Swedish quotes 
sometimes contain slang or incorrect grammar, proper English have been used in the 
translations. It is important to keep in mind that since there are always different possible 
ways to translate a quote, the translations presented will inevitably involve interpretations 
made by the writer. All names used are pseudonyms. 
 
 

How would you describe an average mathematics lesson at 
school? 
 
When the layout of an average mathematics lesson at school was discussed, students in 
all eight interviews described it as a whole-class instruction followed by independent work. 
Björn (V) explained: 
 

We usually listen to the teacher when he leads a whole-class instruction about the next 
chapter, and when he’s done talking about it we work with that chapter in the textbook. 
 
Swedish:  
Vi brukar oftast lyssna på läraren när han går igenom nästa kapitel och jobbar med det 
kapitlet när han pratat klart om det. 
 

Julio (A) described a similar layout:  
 

A typical setup is probably that you have a short whole-class instruction, for maximum 30 
minutes, and then you work independently. 
 
Swedish: 
Men ett typiskt upplägg är nog att man har en liten genomgång, max en halvtimma, sen så 
har man fritt arbete. 

 
Students in the other six interviews gave similar, if not identical, descriptions, while the 
other students never objected to these descriptions. When asked what the students 
meant by “working independently”, Andreas (V) answered: 
 

We sit by ourselves and work in the textbook, with the chapters or exercises we’re supposed 
to do. 
 
Swedish: 
Vi sitter var för sig och håller på med boken och dom kapitel eller tal vi ska göra.  
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The other students gave the same explanation. The common view seemed to be that an 
average mathematics lesson consisted of one part with the teacher talking about a new 
area followed by time intended for individual textbook work within the newly presented 
area. The students described working with exercises in the textbook as a mainly 
independent activity. Emil (V) explained that it had to be quiet in the classroom, and Jacob 
(V) said that this was a way to make sure all the students paid attention and thought for 
themselves. However, some students pointed out that you could ask a friend for help if 
you needed to. Alice (A) said: 
 

We usually work alone but you can pair up with a friend if there’s something you don’t 
understand, so it’s somewhat optional.  
 
Swedish:  
Mycket själva men man kan ju para ihop sig med en kompis om man inte förstår nånting, så 
det är ju lite valfritt.  

 
The students did not seem to have any great concern about the structure of their lessons, 
but seemed to regard it as rather natural. However Christopher (V) expressed 
dissatisfaction with the way his teacher presented lessons: 
 

We had David [as a teacher], we weren’t happy with him. He just explained everything really 
fast [snaps his fingers] up at the board (…), it wasn’t very informative, so to speak, you had to 
read and learn for yourself and talk to others to understand. 
 
Swedish: 
Vi hade David [som lärare], vi var inte så nöjda med han, han gick bara igenom allt så snabbt 
[knäpper med fingrarna] på tavlan (…), det var inte så informativt om man säger så, man var 
tvungen att läsa och lära sig själv och prata med andra om man skulle förstå.  

 
Christopher’s comment, as well as similar comments made by his classmates, indicates 
that they find it frustrating when they do not understand what their teacher wants to 
convey. At the same time, the main reason the students gave for the setup of an 
introduction followed by independent work in the textbook was that the teacher wanted 
them to understand. Max (V) and Dennis (V) also thought that another intention might be 
that they would not fall behind, but rather follow the pace set by the teacher. Most of the 
times the students did not specify the manner of the whole-class instruction further than 
that the teacher “talks by the board”. Although, Frans (A) said that their teacher asks the 
students questions during her instruction to make sure they are following. Andreas (V) 
also mentions the same thing in another interview. Manja (A) said their teacher 
sometimes asks students to show their solutions on the board, which she believed was a 
way to make sure everyone did what they should. Alice (A) and Göte (A) filled in that it 
could also be a way to show the students different kinds of solutions.  
 
However, some students did talk about alternative lessons. Alfred (A) described lessons 
based on group work: 
 

In the last lessons we did exercises in groups and then we could talk a bit, prove things and 
explain how we thought. 
 
Swedish: 
Bara de senaste lektionerna har vi ju gjort uppgifter i grupp och då har vi ju fått prata lite och 
bevisa, förklara hur man tänkt. 
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Omar (A) filled in: 
 

Sometimes we do exercises that she [the teacher] has made up herself, those might take a 
lesson or more to finish. 
 
Swedish:  
Ibland gör vi uppgifter som hon [läraren] själv har kommit på, som kanske kräver en lektion 
eller lite mer för att kunna bli klar med den.  

 
Emil (V) said that they were sometimes, but seldom, given tasks that he described as 
more fun, and Christopher (V) filled in that this could involve going outside measuring a 
soccer field. The other students in the group agreed and Linus (V) claimed that tasks 
different from those in the textbook encouraged him to think in new ways. 
 
To summarize, the question about an average mathematics lesson in school generated 
very similar descriptions in all of the interviews. No significant differences were found 
between answers given by academic and vocational-track students. The fact that they all 
described independent work in the textbook as a large part of their mathematics 
education is interesting, as it is frequently emphasized during teacher training that 
working with exercises in the textbook individually is not an effective use of classroom 
time. Another interesting fact is that the students generally seem to perceive the textbook 
as central to their education. The teacher introduces “the next chapter” and then they 
“work with that chapter” and it is fairly obvious that lessons are based on their textbook to 
what seems to be a great extent. In only one of the interviews did a student mention the 
curriculum and the stated aims of the subject. Ivan (A) referred to the curriculum’s aim of 
communication when he described why he believed their teacher asked them questions 
during her introductions: 
 

It’s a sub-goal too, communication, to be able to tell how you think and explain your thoughts.  
 
Swedish:  
Ja det är ett delmål också, med kommunikation, att kunna berätta hur man tanker och 
förklara sina tankar. 

 
Regarding these findings, it appears that the students think of the textbook as more 
central than the curriculum to the structuring and planning of the lessons.  
 

What do you think is the purpose of compulsory school 
mathematics? 
 
When discussing this question, the students suggested many different possible purposes 
of compulsory school mathematics. In the analysis of the transcripts, ten themes were 
identified as covering virtually all responses to the question.  The themes were touched on 
with different frequencies; each will be discussed in turn, starting with the one touched on 
the most frequently and followed by the others in descending order.  
 
Mathematics is needed in our everyday lives. In all eight interviews, students claimed that 
mathematics is essential to be able to handle our everyday lives. They sometimes even 
made quite dramatic statements about this. Pedram (V) said: 

 
I don’t know if you can say it’s universal (…); it’s knowledge necessary for survival. 
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Swedish: 

Jag vet inte om man ska säga att det är universellt (…); det är nödkunskap för att överleva. 
 
Julio (A) said: 
 

The thing is that math has to be compulsory in elementary school, so that you learn basic 
math, which you need to survive in your everyday life 
 
Swedish: 
Grejen är att matte måste vara obligatoriskt i grundskolan för liksom i grundskolan lär man 
sig basic matte som man behöver för att överleva i vardagen  

 
The use of the word survival in both these quotes exposes a view of mathematics as 
something very vital. The chart below represents the examples given by the students of 
why we need to know mathematics in our everyday lives, including the frequencies with 
which they were mentioned. The vertical axis represents the number of interviews in 
which an example of the kind was given. For example, the importance of understanding 
interest rates was given as an example in all four interviews with students on academic 
tracks as well as in two of the interviews with students on vocational tracks.  
 
 

 
 
 
However, even though all the students seem to be convinced that mathematics is 
essential in their everyday lives, some still expressed doubt when it came to learning 
certain things. Christopher (V) described his frustration at having to memorize things he 
could easily look up when he needed to: 
 

Like, calculating [the area of] a triangle or something, I can just look it up on the Internet, 
Google it quickly or use my phone, and then [the teacher says] “but you have to learn this”, and 
then of course you think why? I have tools that can do it for me, that’s what I think. 
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Swedish: 
Typ räkna ut en triangel eller nånting, det kan jag ju bara kolla upp på internet, en snabb 
googling eller hålla på med telefonen liksom. Så [säger läraren] bara “ja men du måste klara 
det här” och då har man såklart ifrågasatt varför då? Jag har ju så mycket som kan räkna ut 
det åt mig, tycker jag. 

 
Max (V) expressed discontent at having to learn things he could not see having any use 
for his everyday life: 
 

I think that what you should learn are things you really need, that you can have use for in a lot 
of situations. So some parts of maths might not be all that useful.  
 
Swedish: 
Jag tycker att det du ska ha för att lära dig nånting är att du ska verkligen behöva, ha nytta av i 
dom flesta tillfällen. Så vissa delar av matten kanske inte är så jätteanvändbart. 

 
 
Mathematics is needed in most occupations. In all eight interviews, students also claimed 
that mathematics has to be a compulsory subject in school since some knowledge of 
mathematics it is needed in most occupations. They gave examples of occupations 
demanding basic mathematical skills, such as counting and measuring, as well as those 
demanding mathematical skills of higher levels. Some students also mentioned that you 
have to learn a certain level of mathematics to keep your options in the future. Some of 
them pointed out that even if you think you know what you want to work with in the future 
you might change your mind later so it is important to know some mathematics to keep 
from limiting your possibilities. Marova (A) said: 
 

I was like this, I hate math but I never thought I’ll never need this in my future since I know that 
everything is based on math, if you go to university to study engineering or chemistry or 
something then you need to know math.  
 
Swedish:  
Jag var så här, jag hatar matte men jag har aldrig varit jag kommer inte behöva det här I 
framtiden för jag vet att nästan allting bygger på matte. Om man fortsätter vidare på högskolan 
och ska plugga ingenjör eller kemist eller nånting då behöver man matte. 

 
 
Mathematics helps the development of society. In six of the interviews, three with 
academic-track students and three with vocational-track students, the need for 
mathematics for the development of society was mentioned in some way. Michael (V) 
explained what he thought would happen if fewer people chose to study higher levels of 
mathematics: 
 

It [the country] might not develop (…) With fewer people educating themselves for more 
advanced occupations we’ll just stagnate, and we’ll, like, we’ll go back in time. 
 
Swedish: 
[Landet] Kommer inte utvecklas kanske (…) För då är det färre som utbildar sig till mer 
avancerade jobb och då kommer vi bara stanna upp, så kommer vi liksom, vi kommer gå 
tillbaka i tiden.  
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Marova (A) said: 
 

If you take away mathematics as a compulsory subject, it’s almost like saying it’s not that 
important after all, even though it actually is, and people will go like “math is hard” and they‘ll 
get bored. Then fewer people get the chance, or want to, do math, and come up with 
development and progress and such. The collective learning, with more brains thinking leading 
to more ideas, it’ll decrease. 
 
Swedish: 
Om man tar bort matte som ett obligatoriskt ämne det är nästan som att man säger att det är 
inte ett så jätteviktigt ämne egentligen, fast att det faktiskt är det och så blir alla såhär ”matten 
är svår” och så blir dom ointresserade. Så är det färre personer som liksom får chansen eller 
som vill göra matte och kommer på utveckling och framsteg och så. Den där collective 
learning, det att ju fler hjärnor som tänker ju mer idéer kommer man på, det minskar. 

 
Ted (V) offered a rather drastic view: 
 

The economy would go down. In the long run Sweden would probably go under. 
 
Swedish: 
Ekonomin skulle bli sämre. På lång sikt skulle nog hela Sverige gå under. 
 

Lise (A) mentioned that if mathematics ceased to be compulsory Sweden would perform 
worse in international tests like PISA: 
 

Sweden is already at a low level in the PISA tests. I read that we are not good and if we take 
away math it would get even worse.  
 
Sverige ligger redan liksom på en låg nivå I PISA-undersökningar. Jag läste Sverige inte så bra 
och om man tar bort matte så skulle det bli värre.  
 

Isak (V) explained why low PISA results create a hot political topic: 
 

The country will state as a bad example. Maybe others will think look at Sweden they have no 
math knowledge.  
 
Det blir sämre förebild, liksom, landet. Kanske känns för dom ja kolla här I Sverige, kan ingen 
matte. 

 
All students seemed to agree on the importance of mathematical knowledge for the 
benefit of society. Besides the stagnation of development, they mentioned that Sweden 
would be less attractive to international business and that it would harm Sweden’s 
international reputation if PISA results and the like were to decrease even more.  
 
 
Mathematics helps the development of logical thinking. In five of the interviews, three 
with academic-track students and two with vocational-track students, the development of 
logical thinking was suggested as one of the reasons for teaching compulsory 
mathematics. Jacob (V) said:  
 

You get to develop your logical thinking not only for mathematics. It was like that substitute 
teacher said: it develops the brain, math is gymnastics for the brain.  
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Swedish: 
Man får utveckla logiskt tänkande inte bara för mattedelen, det var ju som han den där 
vikarien sa, utveckla hjärnan, matte är hjärngympa.  

 
Lise (A) said: 
 

But it’s not just about numbers; math is, like, reasoning.  
 
Swedish: 
Men det är inte bara tal, matte det är liksom tankegång. 
 

After Lise’s comment, Marova continued with the statement “It’s logic”. The development 
of logical thinking was mentioned in more than half of the interviews, but it was also 
criticized by one student, Max (V), who said that he had developed his logical thinking 
more in his everyday life outside school than in mathematics lessons: 
 

I think that what’s helped a lot with that [the development of logical thinking] is actually using 
technology and talking to other people, communicating with people, it’s a lot of things like that. 
 
Swedish:  
Jag tror att det som har hjälpt mycket med det [att utveckla logiskt tänkande] är faktiskt 
användning av teknik och att prata med andra människor, kommunicera med folk, så det är 
mycket sånt.  
 

Max never opposed the fact that mathematics could help develop one’s logical thinking, 
but he did question whether it was actually a reason for learning mathematics, since you 
get to develop your logical thinking by simply living your everyday life. 
 
 
Mathematics is common knowledge. In three interviews, two with academic-track 
students and one with vocational-track students, students claimed that knowing some 
mathematics is included in common knowledge. Alice (A) said: 
 

It’s a bit about common knowledge too. I might not need my knowledge in history for anything 
particular but I have to study it anyway: it’s kind of the same with all subjects. 
 
Swedish: 
Det är ju lite att man ska vara allmänbildad också. Jag kanske inte kommer använda mig av 
historia men det måste jag läsa ändå, det är lite samma med alla ämnen.  

 
Ludde (A) claimed that the most basic mathematics is a part of common knowledge and 
Felix (A) specified that he thinks everyone should know the Pythagorean theorem and how 
to calculate areas. The comments made about common knowledge differ from the 
necessity arguments since the purpose is not utility but rather a comprehension that 
there are a few things you should just know, even if you might not need it in your everyday 
life. Although, some of the knowledge mentioned to be a part of common knowledge 
could obviously be useful in people’s everyday lives.  
 
Mathematics helps you understand other disciplines. In two of the interviews, one with 
academic-track students and one with vocational-track students, the benefits of 
mathematics for other disciplines were directly emphasized. Julio (A) said: 
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Math is the basis of other disciplines, so if you take away math [as a compulsory subject] it’s 
not only the math knowledge that goes down but also physics, chemistry, well, the scientific 
disciplines just disappear, so math is important.  
 
Swedish: 
Matten är ju grunden för flera ämnen, så om man tar bort matten så är det ju inte bara 
mattekunskaperna som blir sämre utan då är det fysik, kemi, ja de naturvetenskapliga ämnena 
bara försvinner, så matte är en viktig del. 
 

Ted (V) said: 
 

You use mathematics in other disciplines like physics too, so it’s needed there a lot: that’s 
much more advanced than what [the mathematics] we have right now.  
 
Swedish: 
Man använder väl matte I andra ämnen som fysik och så också så det behövs ju mycket där, 
så är det mycket mer avancerat än det vi har just nu.  
 

Even if not expressed as directly as in these two interviews, many students used 
expressions such as “mathematics is the foundation of other things” or “mathematics 
helps you understand other stuff”. Such statements reflect a view of mathematics as 
something essential. 
 
Mathematics helps you learn how to learn. In two interviews, one with academic-track 
students and one with vocational-track students, students mentioned that in learning 
mathematics, the specific knowledge is not the only purpose; you also learn how to learn. 
Felix (A) said: 
 

But it’s not only to learn how to calculate things in your everyday life, it’s to develop, like, you 
learn how to learn.  
 
Swedish:  
Men det är inte bara därför, alltså för att lära sig räkna i livet, det är för att bygga såhär, att lära 
sig att lära sig.  

 
Andreas (V) said: 
 

It’s to stimulate our brains or well, make it easier for us to learn new things.  
 
Swedish: 
Stimulera våra hjärnor eller ja, göra det lättare för oss att lära oss nya saker.  
 

Mathematics creates openness. In two of the interviews with academic-track students, 
students claimed that mathematics encourages an open mind. Lise (A) explained: 
 

There’s always a solution but there are different ways to get there (…) It means that you can get 
open-minded, you think outside the box. 
 
Swedish: 
Det finns alltid en lösning men det finns olika vägar för att komma till lösningen (…) Det 
innebär att man kan bli open minded, man tänker utanför boxen.  
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Frans (A) said: 
 

If you’ve done a lot of math you’re good at problem solving. You never say no to anything in 
math class, you just have to do it. I think that makes you more open to things. 
 
Swedish:  
Ifall man har suttit och gjort mycket matte så är man bra på problemlösning. Man sitter ju 
aldrig på mattelektionen och säger nej till nånting, man måste ju göra det. Jag tror det gör att 
man blir mer öppen till saker.  
 

Mathematics for politics. In two of the interviews with academic-track students, the 
students in some way touched on the political power of mathematical knowledge. Manja 
(A) acknowledged the danger of not having information that others do. She said:  
 

I mean, other people will learn [mathematics]. So there’ll be other people educated within the 
area (…) knowledge is power. So it might also be because we want everyone to be equal [that 
we teach compulsory mathematics]. 
 
Swedish: 
Jag menar andra människor kommer ju lära sig det. Alltså det finns ju andra människor som 
kommer vara utbildade inom det (…) kunskap är ju makt. Så det är kanske också lite det att vi 
vill att alla ska vara jämbördiga [som vi har obligatorisk matematikundervisning]. 

 
Marova (A) simply stated as a fact that mathematics “is politics”, but did not offer any 
further explanations.  
 
Mathematics helps us understand how the world works. In one of the interviews with 
academic-track students, the students discussed the role of mathematics as a way to 
understand how the world works. They claimed that even if you have no practical use for 
the mathematics you are learning, it could raise your understanding of the world. Rebecca 
(A) said: 
 

You get a better understanding of how things are connected.  
 
Swedish:  
Man kan få bättre förståelse för hur saker hänger ihop. 
 

Marova (A) used the trajectory of a projectile as an example: 
 

Well it’s to understand the world [that we need to learn mathematics], like quadratic equations, 
we saw how they were used in a practical way to show or know how high up the stone would be 
after ten seconds or something. That can be quite interesting since it shows the way the world 
works.  
 
Swedish: 
Jo alltså bara för att förstå världen, typ såhär andragradsekvationer, vi såg hur dom användes 
på praktiskt sätt för att visa eller veta hur högt upp stenen ska vara efter tio sekunder eller nån 
sånt. Det kan ändå vara rätt intressant för det visar hur världen fungerar.  

 
To summarize, what was quite striking about the students’ discussions about the purpose 
of compulsory school mathematics was that they were all convinced that mathematics 
should, and even must, be a compulsory school subject. When the students were asked 
about the possible consequences if mathematics ceased to be compulsory, the word 
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chaos was used in three of the interviews, all with vocational-track students. Many gave 
examples of unsustainable everyday life situations, such as cashiers who cannot count or 
people taking loans that lead to personal bankruptcy. There were no noticeable 
differences between academic-track students and vocational-track students when it came 
to compulsory school mathematics as given and even required for a functioning society. 
Although, one noteworthy factor concerning the discussions about necessary 
mathematics was that not a single academic-track student claimed that learning 
mathematics that could not be used in their everyday lives was ever a waste. They could 
always give other reasons for learning besides the necessity arguments, for instance that 
all knowledge is valuable or that even if you cannot directly use it in your everyday life, it 
might help you understand something else in the future. The majority of the students on 
vocational tracks seemed to share this view, even if some of them expressed the idea that 
learning mathematics that was of no use in their everyday lives was a waste of time. 
 
Another interesting fact is that the students’ determination that a lack of compulsory 
school mathematics would lead to disaster indicates that they assume that the majority of 
students would not choose to study it if it were optional. This holds for the academic 
students, who had chosen one of the tracks with the most mathematics in Swedish 
schools, as well as for the vocational-track students who had chosen a track with only the 
compulsory mathematics. When asked about this, they explained that even if people 
know that mathematics is important, many will choose not to study it because they find it 
boring or difficult.  
 
In all interviews, the purpose of mathematics for people’s everyday lives as well as their 
future occupations was emphasized. This is consistent with Skolverket’s (2011) stated 
purpose that students should be able to use mathematics in society- and work-related 
situations. Skolverket (2011) also states than one aim of mathematics education is that 
students should be able to put their knowledge into contexts and be aware of its 
importance for the individual and society. When it comes to mathematics importance for 
the individual, the students mentioned the development of logical thinking, and an 
increased ability to learn as well as the utility in their everyday lives and work life. Their 
arguments consisted to an overwhelming majority of the necessity aspects.  When it 
comes to the importance of mathematics for society, its importance for economic 
development and international recognition was mentioned in most interviews. However, 
the mathematical literacy for critical citizenship was only briefly touched on in two of the 
interviews.  
 
When searching for differences between the perceived purpose of compulsory 
mathematics between academic- and vocational-track students, the most obvious is that 
the academic students generally had a wider range of arguments. In their interviews, the 
vocational-track students touched on an average of 3.5 of the ten themes presented 
above in each interview, while the academic-track students touched on an average of 
6.25 themes in theirs. Another noteworthy difference was that only academic-track 
students touched on the themes that mathematics encourages an open mind, that it is 
important for politics and that it describes how the world works.  
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What do you think mathematics, as a subject has to offer to 
those who engage with it? 
 
It was obvious that it was harder for the students to answer this question than the 
previous two. This likely had at least partly to do with the fact that many had already 
discussed the benefits of mathematics during the previous question. When discussing 
this question, some of the necessity arguments reoccurred, such as people who engage 
with mathematics can handle situations in their everyday lives in an effective manner. 
Some students also pointed to the development of logical thinking and an understanding 
of the world as benefits of engaging with mathematics. The rest of the possible gains of 
engaging in mathematics that were mentioned can be divided into two categories, one 
covering gains of an extrinsic nature and the other gains of an intrinsic nature, which is 
how they will be presented here.  
 
Extrinsic motivations. In six of the interviews, where three was with vocational-track 
students, the students mentioned some kind of extrinsic motivation. Such motivations 
could be that engaging with mathematics can lead to higher grades, studies on higher 
levels and important, well-paid, jobs.  
 
Pedram (V) said:  
 

It [engaging in mathematics] would offer money (…) there would be plenty of opportunities (…) 
education equals money. 
 
Swedish:   
Det skulle erbjuda pengar (…) möjligheterna skulle strömma in (…) utbildning lika med pengar.  

 
Similar gains were mentioned in five of the other interviews as well.  
 
Intrinsic motivations. In all of the interviews with academic-track students and in two of 
the interviews with vocational-track students, some examples of possible gains from 
engaging with mathematics, which were more of an instinct kind, were given. Andreas (V) 
said: 
 

Some people like a challenge; they like to have something to ponder on so to speak. Some 
people like to think, do Sudoku or puzzles or such.  
 
Swedish: 
Vissa personer gillar ju en utmaning, dom gillar att ha nånting att hugga I om man säger så. Till 
exempel en del gillar att tänka, soduku eller pussel eller liknande.  

 
A few other students mentioned that it could be a challenge, and some said that it could 
serve as a fun hobby. Lise (A) mentioned another benefit: 
 

You develop your way of thinking so that you might get more creative (…) You might come up 
with more ideas, by engaging with mathematics you develop yourself.  
 
Swedish: 
Man utvecklar sin tankegång så man kanske blir mer kreativ (…) Man kanske kommer på fler 
idéer, genom att jobba med matte så utvecklar man sig.  
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Göte (A) and Alice (A) pointed out that another benefit is that you will not forget the 
mathematics you have already learned if you keep doing it, which they said you would do 
otherwise, since mathematics needs to be actively maintained.   
 
Looking at the transcripts for the first time, no significant differences were found between 
the answers from vocational-track students and those from academic-track students. 
However, when the possible benefits were being divided into categories of extrinsic and 
intrinsic nature, an interesting divergence appeared. During the four interviews with 
vocational-track students, only two kinds of intrinsic motivations for engaging with 
mathematics were mentioned: that it could be an appreciated challenge and that it was a 
way to engage the brain. During the four interviews with academic-track students they 
mentioned six different intrinsic motivations for engaging with mathematics: 

- It can be fun  

- You get smarter 

- You maintain the knowledge you already have 

- It can be satisfying to solve problems 

- It can be an appreciated challenge   

- It develops your way of thinking and makes you more creative which might lead to 
new ideas 

 
There is obviously not one unique and correct way to distinguish these, and one could 
argue for example that the satisfaction of solving problems is strongly connected to 
mathematics being a challenge. One could also argue that the last topic could be divided 
into two different ones. However, there was a clear a difference in the number of intrinsic 
motivations given by the two groups. Some of the motivations mentioned by academic-
track students were even mentioned in more than one interview, which was not the case 
with the two motivations given by vocational-track students. When it comes to the number 
of gains of extrinsic nature given, each group mentioned three, where some of them were 
similar to each other. In the interviews with vocational-track students, they mentioned that 
mathematics could give you a well-paid job, that people engaging with mathematics could 
be very successful professionally, and that knowledge equals money. In the interviews 
with the academic-track students, they mentioned that engaging with mathematics could 
offer you high grades, which offer a way into university and important jobs.  

 

If  you could say something about the nature of mathematics 
education to those in charge of the educational system, what 
would it  be? 
 
When analysing what the students wanted to say to those in charge of the educational 
system, four themes could be identified. They were labelled Grades, Teachers, Content 
and Stricter requirements, and virtually everything the students mentioned fell into one of 
them.  
 
Comments falling into the theme of Grades, were mentioned in three of the interviews, 
one of which with vocational-track students. The comments generally concerned the 
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expectations of the grading system and it seemed to be a general opinion that the 
requirements for getting an A are too tough. Some also thought that the way grades on 
unit tests affect the final grade is unfair. Julio (A) said: 
 

If you get like, A and B on everything, and then you get an E on the final test, then you won’t get 
A or B as your final grade, but C or D instead, because of that last E. That system is pretty bad. 
 
Swedish: 
Om man får liksom A eller B hela tiden och så på sista provet får man ett E, då kommer man 
inte få A eller B utan C eller D, eftersom det här E:et väger väldigt mycket, och det skolsystemet 
är rätt så dåligt.  
 

Julio’s opinion seemed to be shared by the other students who mentioned the grading 
system. There also seemed to be a general discontent concerning the fact that the 
requirements for getting the highest grade in the prevalent grading system are higher 
than in the previous grading system. 
 
Comments concerning the theme Teachers were mentioned in all of the interviews with 
academic-track students and in two of the interviews with vocational-track students. 
These comments generally concerned the importance of good teachers, who are not only 
accustomed to the subject but also know how to convey their knowledge to the students. 
Jacob (V) said: 
 

If I could say something it would be to raise mathematics teachers’ salaries (…) If the salary’s 
higher it’s more desirable. Right now there are more places [in the teacher programmes] than 
people applying, so everyone gets in. It doesn’t matter how terrible you are as a person, or how 
bad you are at math, you’ll get in.  
 
Swedish: 
Om det skulle vara nåt så är det väl mer lön till mattelärare (…) Om det är högre lön så är det ju 
mer åtråvärt. Det finns ju fler platser än vad det är som söker så alla kommer ju komma in, hur 
dålig person eller dålig på matte man än är så kommer man kunna komma in.  
 

Marova said: 
 

I’d say the teachers are really important (…) if a teacher is good at math but can’t explain it to 
the students, that’s worthless. 
 
Swedish: 
Jag skulle säga att lärarna är väldigt viktiga (…) även om läraren är bra på matte men han kan 
inte förklara för klassen, det är liksom värdelöst.  

 
Manja (A) stressed the importance of teachers offering all students equal support: 
 

When you’re a teacher in elementary school, you might get a little fond of the students who 
think that math is fun and who are good at it. And then you might forget the ones who think 
it’s hard and not as fun, and that’ll affect what they choose to study later on. 
 
Swedish: 
När man är lärare speciellt i grundskolan så kanske man lätt blir lite fäst vid dom elever som 
tycker att det är kul och för sånna som har väldigt lätt för ämnet. Och då kanske man 
glömmer bort dom här som tycker det är svårt och inte riktigt tycker det är lika kul, och det 
kommer ju verkligen att hålla fast sen, i vad dom kommer välja sen.   
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But it is not only students who perceive mathematics as difficult who might suffer from 
too little attention from the teacher. Frans (A) explained: 
 

In elementary school, those of us who were good at math, were supposed to leave [the 
classroom] and do exercises on our own while the teacher stayed with the students who 
weren’t as good.  
 
Swedish: 
I grundskolan var det väldigt mycket så att vi som kunde matte fick gå därifrån och göra egna 
uppgifter medan läraren stannade kvar med dom som inte kunde det. 
 

Andreas (V) expressed a desire for teachers who express the aims of their teaching to a 
greater extent, and Lise (A) requested teaching styles that would make students more 
motivated. As an example, she proposed that teachers could introduce elements of 
competition among their students to raise motivation.  
 
Comments falling into the theme of Content were mentioned in three interviews, one of 
which was with vocational-track students. All three comments in some way concerned a 
desire for more practical exercises. Max (V) said:  
 

I think you should learn the math that you use in your everyday life. They should invest more 
in that kind of math (…) it’s kind of unnecessary if you can’t use it. 
 
Swedish: 
Jag tycker att man ska använda den matten som man använder mest I vardagliga livet, man 
borde satsa mer på den matten (…) Det blir lite onödigt när det inte är användbart.  
 

Göte (A) said: 
 

I think that it’s good to alternate the teaching, so that it’s not always teacher-led lessons and 
the textbook (…) I think more practical exercises would be good. 
 
Swedish: 
Att man varierar undervisningen tror jag på, att man inte bara har genomgång och 
matteboken (…) Praktiska saker, tror jag. 
 

It is worth pointing out that students seemed to refer to different things when they talked 
about practical exercises. Sometimes they referred to practical mathematics as things you 
can apply in your everyday life, like Max explained, and sometimes as something involving 
tools besides pen and paper. In one of the interviews, students gave an example of what 
they called a practical exercise, in which they calculated statistics with the help of pieces 
of chocolate they had gotten from their teacher. Another student gave an example of 
counting with stones as a practical exercise, and a third student described solving a 
problem at the board as a practical exercise. In these situations the chocolates or stones 
work as a pedagogical tool, probably to make mathematics more concrete. Comparing 
these examples to Max’s comment it is clear that students have different views of what a 
practical exercise involves, which indicates that they probably also have different 
intentions with their desire for practical elements in their education.  
 
The last identified theme, Stricter requirements, was touched on in five of the interviews, 
three of which were with vocational-track students. The theme represents a desire for 
more compulsory mathematics and higher requirements as well as a stricter approach to 
school in general. Felix (A) said: 
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I think that you should actually have tougher mathematics in elementary school (…) I didn’t 
think so back then, you didn’t understand what it was going to be like in the gymnasium (…) 
there was like a gap between elementary school and the gymnasium, a lot of people failed 
their first tests [at the gymnasium]. 
 
Swedish:  
Jag tror man borde göra faktiskt hårdare matte I grundskolan (…) Man tyckte ju inte det då, 
man förstod inte riktigt hur det var i gymnasiet (…) det blev som ett jack typ när vi kom in I 
gymnasiet, det var jättemånga som failade dom första proven. 
 

Several other students also mentioned this perceived gap between elementary school and 
the gymnasium. Pedram (V) also explained that he feels the Swedish schools can be too 
relaxed: 
 

Don’t you think that school is too relaxed these days? I mean, some people like math but 
there are those who ignore it (…) they’re undisciplined, instead of working they play games 
[on their phones]. 
 
Swedish: 
Tycker ni inte att det är såhär relaxed nu för tiden? Alltså det finns ju dom som gillar matte 
men det finns dom som struntar i det ibland (…) dom är så odiciplinerad, istället för att göra 
matte dom spelar [på sina mobiltelefoner]. 

 
Pedram’s classmates agreed with him about this, and the issue was discussed in other 
interviews as well. Michael (V) stressed that it is not only school that needs to be stricter, 
but also parents who need to take more responsibility for their children’s behaviour. 
Marova (A) discussed the fact that a school that is free of charge and that people take for 
granted can result in a less ambitious attitude and further a decline in Swedish national 
education achievements.  
 
When comparing the answers given by vocational-track students and academic-track 
students, no significant differences were found. All four themes were touched on by 
students of both tracks, and virtually everyone seemed to agree that Swedish schools 
should increase the demands when it comes to mathematics education. Since students in 
the vocational programme chose a course with the least possible amount of mathematics, 
it would be reasonable to assume that they would not preach for more compulsory 
mathematics; however, this seems to be a faulty assumption. The only difference worth 
mentioning between the answers given by the two groups is that in three of the four 
interviews with academic-track students, they stressed the importance of teachers who 
supported and engaged all students, no matter of their knowledge level, something that 
was not mentioned by any of the vocational-track students.  

 

How would you explain this solution [the students are given a 
written down solution to the equation x + 5 = 4x -  1] to 
someone who has never worked with equations before?  
 
This question differs from the previous four, since it requires the students to describe the 
solution of an equation rather than answering a question. Their explanations involved the 
meaning of x, the meaning of the equality sign to the equation, and the goal of solving an 
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equation and those three categories make up the structure of the results in this question. 
Their use of the method ‘change side, change sign’ will also be presented thereafter. How 
specific the students were in their explanations obviously had to do with how they 
interpreted the question. As an example, it is not clear whether the person they are 
explaining it to is familiar with the meaning of variables or unknowns. Another factor that 
might have affected how specific they were in their explanations is how comfortable they 
are with solving equations. This was the only part of the interviews when the interviewer 
perceived the students to be somewhat uncomfortable. That occurred in two interviews, 
both with vocational-track students. Their unease with the task could probably at least 
partly be explained by the fact that they had only studied mathematics during their first 
year of the gymnasium, and by the time of the interviews had not engaged in mathematics 
for almost a year.  
 
The meaning of x. In five of the interviews, who of which two with vocational-track 
students, the students made an effort to explain the meaning of x. Alice (A) said:  
 

You can start by explaining that x can be anything, but that in this equation it has a specific 
value, which we don’t know, but it could just as well be an empty box or anything else. 
 
Swedish: 
Man kan ju börja med att förklara just x att det kan ju vara vad som helst, men I just den här 
ekvationen så har det faktiskt ett värde bara att vi inte vet vad det ska vara, men det skulle 
lika gärna kunna vara en tom ruta eller vad som helst.  
 

In the other four interviews, x is explained as “another kind of number” or “an unknown 
number”. In three of the interviews, all of which were with academic-track students, the 
word variable was mentioned when explaining the meaning of x.  
 
The meaning of the equality sign. In all interviews with academic-track students and in 
two of those with vocational-track students, the balance between the two sides was 
mentioned in some way. Felicia (A) explained: 
 

You can do pretty much what you want as long as you do the same thing on both sides. 
So if we want to get a variable - so x-  alone, you could subtract x from one side but then you 
have to do it on the other side too. 
 
Swedish:  
Man får göra vad man vill i princip med talet bara man gör det på båda sidor, så om vi vill ha 
en variabel, alltså x, ensam, så kan man subtrahera x på ena sidan men då måste man också 
göra det på andra sidan.  

 
Björn (V) explained: 
 

You take away one x on both side so it gets, like, even.  
 
Swedish:  
Man tar bort ett x på båda sidorna så blir det såhär jämt.  
 

Manja (A) clarified that the equality sign means that both sides have to be worth as much 
and Lise (A) explained that the reason that you have to do the same operation on both 
sides is so that the value of x will stay the same. When asked about why they think that 
some textbooks have a picture of a scale by the equation chapter, Andreas said: 
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It’s about the balance, the same weight on both sides, you can say that the left-hand side of 
the equation is one part [of the scale] and the right-hand side is the other part and it has to 
be worth the same, so a scale is a pretty good example. 
 
Swedish:  
Det handlar ju om jämvikten, alltså lika mycket på båda sidor, så kan man ju säga att 
vänsterled är ena delen och högerled är andra delen och det måste alltid vara värt lika 
mycket, så en våg är ju ganska bra exempel. 
 

In general, the students seemed to have understood the principle of the equality; however 
some made statements that indicate some uncertainty. Max (V) said that it depends on 
the equation whether you want balance or not, and when asked them what they meant by 
the expression “move to the other side” Max answered “you take from one side and put it 
on the other side” and Dennis (V) and Andreas (V) agreed with this explanation. Andreas 
continued: “you want balance, you can’t take from one side without giving to the other 
side”. Both these statements by Max and Andreas indicate that the concept of equality is 
not completely clear to them.  
 
The aim of solving an equation. In all interviews, the aim of solving an equation was 
explained as “getting x alone”, “solving for x” or “separating x and the normal numbers on 
different sides”. In only three interviews did the students specify the meaning of “solving 
for x” as finding the value of x. Andreas (V) said: 
 

x is a number or suchlike and you’re supposed to figure out the number behind x. 
 
Swedish: 
x ska vara ett nummer eller liknande och då ska man också klura ut vad det är för nummer 
som är bakom x.  

 
When Victor (A) said the goal was to get x alone, Mattias (A) clarified that this was 
because they wanted to be able to “decide the value of x”.  In another interview, Alice (A) 
stated that the meaning of an equation is to “get x alone so you can see its exact value”.  
 
Change side, change sign. In four of the interviews, two of which were with vocational-
track students, students explained that they moved a term to the other side and changed 
its sign when solving the equation. When Isak (V) was asked what he meant by “changing 
side”, he explained:  
 

You switch the place of two things so you have to switch minus and plus too, and then this 
exercise is really easy all of a sudden. 
 
Swedish: 
Man byter plats på två saker och så måste man byta på minus och plus också, och då blir det 
här talet plötsligt jättelätt.    
 

When Max (V) was asked what he meant by “change side” he answered:   
 

You take from one side and put it on the other. 
 
Swedish: 
Man tar från den ena sidan och lägger på den andra.  
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Omar (A) said:  
 
So what you start with is to move the x from the left side of the equality sign to the right side, 
and since it’s positive on the left side it gets negative when you move it. 
 
Swedish: 
Så det dom börjar med är att flytta över x:et från vänster sida av likhetstecknet till höger sida, 
och eftersom den är positiv på vänster sida så när man flyttar över den blir den negativ. 
 

When discussing the possible downsides to using expressions like ‘changing side’ and 
‘change sign’, some students mentioned that it might be unclear what you are allowed to 
do since you might not understand what you’re actually doing. Felix (A) shared his own 
experiences of this, explaining that he used to use the method of changing side without 
understanding why, which made him unsure of exactly what he could and could not do. 
Some students also claim that such rules can be helpful for people who have a hard time 
understanding other methods.  
 
To summarize, when the explanations given by academic- and vocational-track students 
were compared, no significant differences were found in how the aim of the equation was 
described. When discussing the meaning of the equality sign and the balance of the 
sides, the academic students generally seemed certain about the principle and generally 
gave more detailed explanations for why you have to do the same operation on both 
sides. When it comes to explaining the meaning of x, the fact that only academic-track 
students used the word variable is quite interesting. In fact, the unknown of an equation 
is not a variable since it has one or several fixed values that satisfy that specific equation. 
However, it would most likely be a mistake to assume that the awareness of this fact is 
what kept the other groups from using the term variable.  
 
The fact that the vocational students have no mathematics on their schedule while the 
academic-track students have it several times a week offers a quite easy explanation for 
why the academic students gave more detailed explanations and, in some cases, used 
specific terminology to a greater extent. When the students were asked why they think 
many students have trouble solving equations like this one, they gave a number of 
different possible reasons. They mentioned that the appearance of “letters in math” can 
be confusing, especially when it occurs on both sides of the equality sign. They also 
pointed out that with the many stages the solution requires it is easy to make mistakes, 
and also that it can be difficult to know where to start.  
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Discussion 
 
The discussion section will not follow the structure of the results; i.e., the answers to the 
questions will not each be discussed in turn. Instead, a few selected themes from the 
results will be considered here. The themes are not strictly bound to any specific 
questions, and answers to different questions can appear in the discussion of one theme. 
Lastly, the differences found between vocational-track and academic-track students will 
be discussed.  
 

The role of the textbook  
 
In the analysis of the students’ descriptions of their mathematics education, an 
interesting role of the textbook appeared. From their descriptions of mathematics lessons, 
it seems as if the textbook gives structure to the order in which different areas are taught; 
and what is even more remarkable, it seems that the content of the textbook represents 
what the students should do and what they should learn. The fact that several students 
use the expression “next chapter” when describing a new area supports this 
interpretation. This is an interesting aspect of the view of mathematics education, since 
the textbook is mentioned nowhere in the curriculum. It is most likely that the writers of 
the textbook studied the curriculum carefully when composing the book, but this also 
means that the book represents their personal interpretations of the curriculum rather 
than the curriculum itself. The effect of this is that a teacher who bases her planning 
mainly on the textbook basically trusts someone else’s interpretations of the curriculum. 
Besides this, the textbook offers little possibility to develop all of the seven abilities stated 
in the curriculum (Skolverket, 2011) since it, for example, rarely encourages verbal 
communication or discussion of the history of mathematics.  
 
However, that the students emphasize the textbook does not automatically mean their 
teachers have ignored the curriculum for the benefit of the textbook. What the teachers 
plan for their lessons might be tightly connected to their comprehension of the curriculum, 
even if they choose to use a textbook as the main tool for conveying what they want their 
students to learn. Nevertheless, it is worrying that the students themselves in some ways 
describe their education as a product of a textbook rather than the national curriculum. 
And if there are teachers who share this view, that is even more worrying.  
 
Another issue with focusing too much on the textbook is that the exercises are often quite 
standardized and offer little discussion or flexible solutions. This, as Ernest (2002) 
asserts, could lead to a view among students of mathematics as rather rigid and absolute. 
Exercises in the textbook generally do not encourage students to try different paths of 
reasoning when solving problems, which Carraher and Schliemann (2002) emphasize the 
importance of, but instead often have one intended method the students should use. As 
Nogueira de Lima and Tall (2007) point out, students generally expect newly learned 
methods to be used for solving problems; and since this is exactly how most textbooks are 
constructed, this further contributes to the idea of one correct method.  Another issue 
with mainly working with exercises in the textbook is that it might amplify beliefs about the 
nature of school mathematics as something rather different from mathematics used in 
real life, as Mason (2004) discusses.  
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Also, to spend more than half of the time during each lesson working independently in the 
textbook seems like a fairly ineffective use of the time since the teacher is not actually 
teaching but is only telling the students what to do. When the students are working 
independently, they are not taking advantage of the time they have with either their 
teacher or their classmates. It would be more effective to leave the activities students can 
do by themselves to after class and make sure to use the resources limited to the 
classroom when you have the chance. Even if some students mentioned that they could 
ask the teacher for help while working, the setup of one teacher to more than 20 students 
definitely limits the amount of help each student can get. One student also mentioned 
that they could pair up and help each other if they wanted, which immediately means a 
somewhat better use of the time since they are taking advantage of each other’s 
knowledge. However, it would be naive to think that all students who need help would 
voluntarily ask a classmate for it. Since revealing your inability could mean the same to a 
student as exposing her non-intelligence, as Nardi and Steward (2003) propose, some will 
likely choose not to ask for help even if they need it. Also, there is always a possibility that 
there are students in the class who do not feel comfortable approaching any of their 
classmates in any way. Based on this, if a teacher always assumes that students 
themselves should take the initiative to ask their classmates for help or collaboration, this 
could be seen as neglecting part of the teacher’s assignment.  
 
The setup of teacher-led instruction followed by independent work in the textbook seems 
to be a widespread methodology that is hard to get away from, even if studies show that 
there are many other methods which seem to offer a much more effective use of the time. 
Even if some students talked positively about alternative lessons during which they were 
given tasks separated from the textbooks, they expressed no concern about the high 
amount of individual textbook work but rather seemed to think of it as a natural setup for 
a mathematics lesson. This probably has to do with what they are used to from earlier 
school years. Since they have most likely experienced similar lessons during most of their 
mathematics education, this is the methodology they associate with mathematics 
education.  
 
When it comes to the teachers’ intentions for whole-class instruction followed by 
independent work, habit is probably an important parameter here as well. Working in a 
way they have always done, and in a way they are used to and will not question, is easier 
than evolving new methods and introducing them to the students. Trying out new 
methods always involves a risk; it might not work as hoped for, and in the worst-case 
scenario a whole lesson will be wasted. This is a risk that could be very stressful to 
teachers, who are constantly aware of the limited time. Besides limited time in the 
classroom, teachers also have limited time to plan and prepare for the lessons. This 
aspect might offer the most important reason why teachers stick to the well-known 
method of whole-class instruction and independent work. New, different methods will take 
time to evolve, and as we all know, time is a scarce resource in a teacher’s life.  
 

Alternative lessons 
 
Some students mentioned that they occasionally had lessons that were not based on 
teacher-led instruction and textbook work. These lessons might include group work or 
more advanced problems that take longer to solve. When the students talked about these 
experiences, they seemed to think of them as a positive contribution to their mathematics 
education. They also seemed generally positive to what they called practical exercises. As 
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mentioned in the Results section, students could refer to different things when talking 
about practical exercises. The common feature, however, is that they all seemed to truly 
appreciate it when practical exercises were included in the lessons, no matter how they 
defined them. Two students said it could be to go outside and measure a soccer field, and 
described such experiences as fun. In this case, the teacher’s intention was probably to 
make connections between mathematics and its real-life applications. Another intention 
could obviously also have been to introduce some elements of variation into the 
education, probably with hopes that the students would experience it as more 
entertaining than a traditional classroom lesson.  
 
In similar vein, another group of students described it as very positive when their teacher 
gave them pieces of chocolate to use in probability exercises. In this case the teacher 
probably hoped to make the calculations more concrete, but it is likely that she also 
expected the students to think it was fun that she had brought candy to class. The use of 
games using pieces of chocolate would probably fall under the category of entertainment 
and rewards, which Harel (2008) rejects as harmful to learning. However, the students 
participating in this study seemed to share the view of students in Nardi and Steward’s 
study (2003), and appreciated the use of such elements. Whether the introduction of 
candy and games directly contributed to the students’ learning is impossible to say; 
nevertheless, that they described their mathematics lessons as fun is an important result. 
Having students who look forward to coming to their mathematics lessons seems like 
something rather positive. However, mathematics education can of course not be limited 
to games and rewards. One student specifically described how in elementary school he 
had to attend support classes in mathematics, but experienced it as a complete waste of 
time since all they did was play games. In this case, the games and playing were probably 
a product of some teachers’ desperate attempts to affect students’ views of mathematics 
in a positive way; an attempt that, as Brown, Brown & Bibby (2008) suggest, led to an 
underestimation of at least one student’s desire to engage seriously with mathematics.  
 

Necessity arguments 
 
As mentioned, Carraher and Schliemann (2002) suggest that nothing seems to be more 
self-evident and immune to criticism than the argument of utility. When the students in 
this study discussed the purpose of school mathematics, an overwhelming majority of 
their arguments were based on utility. The students were, without exception, completely 
convinced that mathematics is necessary for everyone to be able to handle their everyday 
lives. There were no differences between students on different tracks in this aspect; 
everyone agreed that mathematics has to be a compulsory subject in school, and 
everyone used necessity arguments to support their opinion.  
 
When giving examples to underline their arguments, many students gave the same 
everyday life examples. For example, the importance of knowing mathematics for the 
sake of understanding the concept of interest rates was mentioned in six of the eight 
interviews.  Another frequently mentioned example was that you need mathematics to go 
shopping, an example mentioned by students in five of the interviews. It is likely that the 
students often gave arguments they had heard from their teachers. In this case, the 
frequent occurrence of interest rates could possibly be explained with the fact that this is 
one of the few concrete aims of utility mentioned in the curriculum (Skolverket, 2011). 
What is interesting is that even if there are an endless number of examples of when 
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mathematics is used in everyday situations, only a few were mentioned by many of the 
students in the interviews. Also, the mathematics used in the examples given is limited 
mainly to the four simple rules of arithmetic and per cent, and in a few cases geometry. It 
might not be surprising that the students did not mention any use for algebra, since it is 
often perceived as rather abstract, but the fact that not a single student mentioned any 
examples of the utility of knowledge within statistics, probability or functions was quite 
surprising.  
 
When analysing what mathematics you need to be able to understand interest rates and 
to be able to go to the store, it is obvious that this knowledge needs to have been 
acquired before mathematics ceases to be compulsory. Knowledge in the area of per 
cent, which is needed to be able to handle interest rates, should have been acquired in 
Years 7 to 9, and the mathematical abilities needed to go shopping long before that. This 
indicates that Dörfler and McLone (1986) have a point in claiming that few parts of lower 
secondary mathematics are used by everyone in society. This makes it reasonable to 
question whether necessity arguments can be used for all compulsory school 
mathematics. This question may have played a part in the decision to revise mathematics 
education in the gymnasium in Sweden, which was realized in 2011. The revision involved 
students in different programmes taking different mathematics courses, which should 
each be adapted to the orientation of the programme. With this arrangement, students on 
the electrical track will study mathematics that will be useful within the electrical 
discipline, while those on the science track will study mathematics that will be useful in 
future studies in mathematics as well as in other scientific disciplines. This makes the 
necessity arguments easier to use even for the compulsory mathematics in the 
gymnasium, since the intention is that the mathematics students learn there will be 
applicable in their future occupations. However, this means a step even further away from 
the revitalization of mathematics education that Jennings and Dunne (1996) discuss, 
whereby application is less central to learning. It also reveals an interesting view of 
mathematics, signalling that we need to study different kinds of applications of 
mathematics depending on our intended occupation. One could argue that if students 
had instead learned the techniques of mathematics before trying to apply them, as 
Robinson (1995, Jennings & Dunne 1996) propose, they could all have studied the same 
mathematics and in their future occupations simply applied their knowledge in different 
ways. It is easy to see how decisions like this, to change mathematics courses so that the 
content and applications are based on the students’ proposed future occupations, 
underpin the necessity arguments of learning. Sending these signals, it is hardly 
surprising that necessity arguments will be the first that come to students’ minds when 
discussing the purposes of mathematics.  
 
The idea of teaching different mathematics in different programmes might reflect the idea 
Andrews (2007) identifies with some teachers; that lower-achieving students should learn 
mathematics with applications in their everyday lives while more able students should 
learn more abstract mathematics. It would be inaccurate to assume that students 
choosing vocational tracks are always low achievers in mathematics, and that those 
choosing academic tracks are high achievers, even if this is probably what most teachers 
expect. The assumption is probably based on the idea that students who choose a 
programme with a great deal of mathematics find it interesting and like to engage with it. 
However, even if teachers should be careful in making such assumptions, it is probably 
true that students on academic tracks are generally higher achievers within mathematics. 
Nevertheless, there is definitely a risk involved in making the judgement that students 
choosing vocational tracks should study less abstract mathematics to the benefit of 
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mathematics with applications in their everyday lives since that might give them an 
incomplete view of mathematics. With this incomplete view, it is not surprising that some 
students will then use a lack of necessity as a counterargument to learning.  
 
When discussing the necessity argument, two students stood out in that they seemed to 
see the necessity argument as the only valid kind of argument for learning. Max (V) 
explained that he believes they should learn simply what they will use frequently in their 
everyday lives. Dennis (V) seemed to share this view, and when asked if there could be 
any purpose to learning mathematics that you would not use in your everyday life simply 
answered no while Max answered not exactly. Adopting this view, it is understandable that 
there are things in the curriculum that Max and Dennis will perceive as rather 
meaningless. It seems as if they think of the applications of mathematics as the aim of 
the education, an approach that implies that they do not have a strong sense of other 
purposes of mathematics. The lack of this sense among students is mentioned by 
Jennings and Dunne (1996) as one of the risks of an overly application-orientated 
mathematics education. It is also possible that their perception of some mathematics as 
unnecessary is connected to a lack of understanding, which makes them activate a value 
position in the way Hannula (2002) proposes. This could be a valid explanation, since Max 
and Dennis did show some uncertainty when it came to explaining the solution of the 
equation. However, they still both stressed that mathematics education was very 
important in general, even if they both had its utility in focus.  
 

Perspectives on learning 
 
During the interviews, students expressed some interesting perspectives on learning that 
are worth discussing. First of all, even though their arguments for compulsory school 
mathematics consisted mostly of necessity arguments, students in two interviews actually 
mentioned Kinard and Kozulin’s (2012) argument concerning learning for the sake of 
improving your skills of learning. This is an interesting argument, since it can justify the 
existence of basically all school subjects. It also gives an interesting aspect to the purpose 
of education, as it is not only the specific knowledge that is the purpose but also a 
developed ability to learn. The example of the camels in Bremen (Kinard & Kozulin, 2012) 
also shows another aspect of education, which is not connected to the specific knowledge 
acquired. It points to a general ability to think logically and to reason, which can be 
developed through education. Many students pointed to mathematical studies as a way to 
develop logical thinking, but some also emphasized that this argument holds not only for 
mathematics but for virtually all kinds of education. One student, Max (V), also claimed 
that our current surroundings with all the existing technology automatically help us 
develop logical thinking as well, so it is not only school education to which our ability to 
reason and think logically can be ascribed. Worth to point out is that when the students 
used the expression “logical thinking” it was clear that they refered to a general ability to 
reason and use common sense rather than referring to logic in the strict sense as a 
mathematical discipline. Alice (A), who claimed that you have to learn some things you will 
never use because they are part of a common knowledge, offers another interesting 
perspective on learning. She acknowledges that there are some things you are expected 
to know, such as certain historical events and some mathematics, and uses this as an 
argument for mathematics studies.  
 
Christopher also brought up an interesting subject when he described his frustration when 
he had to memorize certain things, which he could easily look up when necessary. 
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Opinions on the role of memorization in mathematics education can differ greatly from 
one culture to another, as well as from one teacher to another. In Sweden, the formula 
sheet students are allowed to use during national tests indicates that memorization plays 
a fairly small role in mathematics education in the gymnasium. If one only looks at 
necessity arguments it could be hard to motivate the demand for memorization, since 
Christopher is right in saying that you can look up the formulas when you need them in 
your everyday life, even if this is a bit more time-consuming than knowing them by rote. 
However, there are definitely other kinds of arguments for including memorization as an 
essential part of mathematics. One could argue that it is highly ineffective to have to look 
everything up all the time. Besides that, knowing something like the quadratic formula by 
rote not only makes your use of it more effective but also reduces the risk that you will 
make a mistake. However, an even more important role of memorization is that it is the 
knowledge you carry around all the time that makes up the basis on which you can build 
further knowledge. This reasoning implies that one purpose of knowing things without 
having to look them up is that this knowledge will help you understand other things. For 
example, when encountering the unit circle for the first time it is hard to understand its 
purpose if you cannot base the new information on what you already know about the 
trigonometric relations, the angle of a full rotation, and the Pythagorean theorem. It will be 
quite problematic if you have to look all these things up at the same time that you are 
trying to get a grasp on the unit circle. So the bottom line is that the things you know by 
heart serve as an essential foundation for new knowledge, a fact that offers an important 
argument for at least some level of memorization.  
 
Another perspective on mathematics education that seemed to be shared by most 
students is that, contrary to what Brown, Brown and Bibby (2008) propose, they did not 
believe there were any fixed boundaries for people, beyond which learning becomes 
extremely difficult. Instead, they claimed that the recipe for success in mathematics is 
dedication and discipline. They also mentioned that some had better conditions than 
others, depending on things such as parents’ interest and knowledge, but were generally 
of the opinion that everyone could become good at mathematics if they worked hard. One 
student talked about his friends who frequently claim they are bad at mathematics, and 
he said that the truth is that if they had just paid attention in class they would not be so 
bad. This offers a quite encouraging perspective on learning, which we can hope they 
share with their teachers.  
 

The importance of mathematics  
 
As mentioned, Zan and Di Martino (2007) state that you cannot assume that a student 
who describes mathematics as hard will regard it as any less important, and the findings 
in this study also indicate that such an assumption would be completely inaccurate. 
Without exception, all students participating in the study claimed mathematics to be of 
extreme importance for individuals as well as for society. Several times they even used 
dramatic expressions, such as “chaos” and “the downfall of society”, when discussing the 
consequences if mathematics ceased to be compulsory in school. When giving examples 
of how this downfall of society would take form, they mentioned that Sweden would get a 
bad reputation internationally and that other countries might avoid Sweden in commercial 
contexts. They also claimed that a lack of mathematical knowledge would be harmful to 
the economy of society as well as that of its citizens. Huckstep (2007) claimed that there 
have to be justifications for prioritizing mathematics higher than so many other subjects, 
but the students in this study seem to have all the conviction they need.  
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Maasz and Schloeglmann discuss how reactions to low achievements on tests like PISA 
reveal a given society’s interest in mathematics, and the students in this study expressed 
very strong reactions to Sweden’s recent performances. This also points to a strong 
conviction of the importance of mathematics. Many students claimed that engaging with 
mathematics makes you smarter, and when discussing PISA some of them predicted that 
low results could make Sweden give the impression of being “a stupid country”.  
 
At the same time that all students seemed to be convinced of the importance of 
mathematics for the sake of individuals as well as society, mathematical literacy for 
critical citizenship was touched on only very vaguely. This might not be surprising, since it 
is perhaps not something 16-year-olds think about on a regular basis. However, it 
indicates that it would probably be a good idea for teachers to address the concept of 
mathematical literacy for critical citizenship to a greater extent. Discussions in this area 
could also encourage work between subjects, such as mathematics and civic education.  
 
Another factor not mentioned, which Ernest (2014) would probably miss, was the 
appreciation of mathematics as an element of culture. No students touched on the history 
of mathematics or implied that there is any kind of beauty in mathematics, even though 
some did say it was possible that people could enjoy engaging with mathematics even if it 
meant no further utility. However, something the students did convey from Ernest’s 
(2014) category of appreciation of mathematics as an element of culture was a sense of 
mathematics as a unique discipline with importance to other disciplines. Some even 
expressed that “mathematics is the foundation of everything”, a statement not very far 
from the historical claim that mathematics is the basis of all areas of thought, which 
Huckstep (2007) mentions.  
 

Change side, change sign 
 
When discussing the meaning of the method of ‘changing side’ when solving linear 
equations, Max offers an interesting explanation when he says that it means that you take 
from one side and put it on the other. Here, it seems as if Max is facing the problem 
mentioned by Nogueira de Lima and Tall (2007), thinking of moving the terms around as 
a physical action involving physical objects. Nogueira de Lima and Tall (2007) point out 
that this might be a product of engaging with arithmetic in which the addition of whole 
numbers can correspond to the physical act of putting things together. This view could 
cause problems in the area of algebra, since it works at a more general level. When Max 
and two classmates were asked how a scale with two pans could work as an illustration 
for equations, Andreas (V) made the connection by saying that you take a weight from one 
pan and put it in the other. He then hesitated when he realized that such an action would 
change the balance of the scale. This serves as an excellent example of the 
misinterpretations that can result from using the method of changing side instead of 
adding or subtracting. Such misinterpretations, however, would not arise if a student were 
fully aware that the idea of changing side and sign comes from performing subtraction or 
addition on both sides. For example, Alice (A) used the expression that she moved the 1 to 
the other side, but could without problem explain that what she really did was to put plus 
1 on each side. In this case, using the ‘change side, change sign’ technique did not cause 
Alice any problems but simply served as a shorter way of explaining how she reasoned. 
However, a teacher can never assume that her students have reached this 
understanding; thus, it is completely unacceptable to use such expressions in teaching. It 
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is also a part of mathematics education to learn how to use its terminology and 
symbolism – in other words to learn its language – and where should this learning start if 
not with the teacher?  
The examples of how Max (V) and Andreas (V) talk about the scale could also point to the 
risks of using a scale to illustrate a linear equation.  
This might cause problems since students will think of the variable as something with 
weight, i.e. a positive value. This might lead to problems with equations like x+5 = 3, since 
these have no logical representation within the application of the scale (Pirie & Martin, 
1997). The method of balancing can therefore be confusing to students since the 
occurrences of subtraction and negative numbers make the metaphor of a scale 
problematic (Nogueira de Lima & Tall, 2007), which might be one reason why teachers 
choose to teach their students the technique of “change side, change sign”. 
 

Differences between vocational-  and academic-track students 
 
Regarding the differences observed between vocational-track and academic-track 
students, the most significant one concerned how they argued for the purpose of 
compulsory school mathematics. As described in the results, the academic-track students 
had a wider range of arguments than the vocational-track students. This means that, 
generally, each academic student found more reasons for teaching mathematics in school 
than each student on the vocational track. A wider range of arguments implies a deeper 
sense of the nature of mathematics, and also reduces the risk of being bound to 
necessity arguments. Connections can also be drawn to the observed differences when 
discussing the gains of engaging with mathematics, with academic students mentioning 
significantly more gains of intrinsic kinds than vocational students. These findings imply 
an important difference in the approach to mathematics, and discussions of possible 
reasons behind the difference are interesting. One could argue that the approach is a 
product of the way students get to work with mathematics in their different programmes. 
Since students on vocational tracks mainly encounter mathematics with applications 
within their proposed future occupation, it reinforces the sense of utility at the same time 
as the limited contact with abstract or pure mathematics prohibits a development of a 
sense of other aspects of mathematics. Academic-track students, on the other hand, do 
get to engage with more abstract mathematics and also engage in other subjects, such as 
physics and chemistry, where they can apply their mathematical knowledge and 
experience the results of these applications. They also get to spend much more time 
engaging with mathematics than do vocational-track students, which most likely helps 
them develop within the area and get more skilled, which in turn probably affects the 
satisfaction they experience from their commitment.  
 
However, it is possible that similar results would have been found even if the interviews 
had been conducted before the students entered the gymnasium. Since students on 
vocational tracks choose an education with the least possible amount of mathematics 
while those on academic tracks choose one with the greatest possible amount of 
mathematics, they probably had different approaches to mathematics even before the 
gymnasium. Here, the complexity of the concept of attitude is worth emphasizing again. It 
is impossible to define the students’ attitudes towards mathematics based only on their 
choice of educational track, since this only represents the behavioural component of 
attitude. This means that we cannot say much about the cognitive and affective 
components even though we could assume that someone who thinks of mathematics as 
completely worthless, or who hates engaging with it, would not choose a scientific 
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programme. Also, we have no information on the reasons behind the action; choosing a 
vocational track does not have to equal a wish for as little mathematics as possible, but 
could instead be the result of a dream to work as an electrician, hairdresser or mechanic, 
with less mathematics becoming a natural effect since that is simply the way the 
programme is designed. Basically, the only thing we can be certain of is that a large 
amount of mathematics could not have been the highest priority for vocational-track 
students, and a small amount of mathematics could not have been of highest priority for 
academic-track students. Nevertheless, it is safe to say that students in general weigh in 
the amounts of mathematics when choosing programmes, which should mean that 
students generally have somewhat different attitudes to mathematics in vocational and 
academic programmes; they also generally have different levels of mathematical abilities 
when entering the gymnasium.  
 
Assuming that attitude and ability depend on each other (Hannula, 2002; Nardi & 
Steward, 2003; Utsumi & Mendes, 2002; Zan & Di Martino, 2007) raises the question of 
which came first. Arguments that a poor attitude affects perceived ability and that limited 
ability affects attitude both seem very logical, which puts the question in a position similar 
to that of the chicken and the egg. The most reasonable assumption is that attitude – i.e. 
beliefs, feelings and actions – is tightly connected to ability, and that they both affect 
each other in a way that makes it impossible to determine which comes first. It is also 
safe to say that their interactions occur in different ways in each individual.  
 
This reasoning makes it hard to draw conclusions from the findings in this study. There 
seem to be differences in the ways students in different programmes argue for the 
importance of mathematics, but the data are too thin to draw any conclusions regarding 
why these differences have appeared. What we could claim, however, is that it is 
important that teachers and those in charge of the education system aim to make a wide 
range of arguments visible for all students. It is also especially important that they do not 
steer the mathematics education in a direction whereby, in some programmes, all focus 
lies on necessity. Implementing the idea that only the highest-achieving students should 
be introduced to abstract mathematics means depriving other students of important parts 
of mathematics. This is not to say that all students need to study the same amount of 
mathematics, however, but the distribution should not be based on whether or not they 
should be introduced to abstract mathematics.  
 
Worth pointing out is that since the data gathered in this study are limited to only 31 
students, all found at the same school and on only three different tracks, it would be 
interesting for more extensive studies to be conducted within the area. This study does 
not claim to identify any differences between students on vocational and academic tracks 
on an individual basis, but it does indicate some general differences which would be 
interesting to study further.  
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Conclusion 
 
During this study, the students offered many interesting perspectives on mathematics 
education and expressed frequently very high opinions of the purposes of mathematics. 
Many students also shared the idea that Sweden has to aim for higher achievements 
within mathematics, and some claimed that higher requirements in school have to play a 
part in realizing this goal.  
 
A majority of the arguments they cited for compulsory school mathematics were linked to 
necessity, but even if some seemed to think of these as the only legitimate arguments 
most of them could offer several other kinds of arguments as well. When analysing their 
arguments, an absence of those concerning mathematical literacy for critical citizenship 
and appreciation of mathematics as an element of culture was noted. This indicates that 
teachers and others responsible for mathematics education should perhaps emphasize 
these aspects to a greater extent. Regardless of the number or kinds of arguments cited 
by the students, not a single one doubted that mathematics should be a compulsory 
school subject.  
 
While there was no difference in how important the students on different tracks perceived 
mathematics education to be, differences were instead found in the ways they argued for 
its importance. Academic-track students gave a wider range of arguments and could also 
declare for more intrinsic gains from engaging with mathematics. These differences speak 
for a need of an increased effort to make all aspects of mathematics visible to all 
students. 
 
This study offers few explanations, but contributes to the field by indicating that there are 
differences between the ways vocational- and academic-track students perceive the 
purpose of mathematics. It would be interesting for further research to be conducted on 
why these differences appear and how they could be affected.  
 
It would also be highly interesting for further research to be done concerning the role of 
applications in mathematics education; especially with the direction the Swedish 
mathematics education in the gymnasium has taken with the new programme-adjusted 
courses. It would also be valuable to further study the role of the textbook in mathematics 
education, since the view detected here when discussing students’ experiences of 
mathematics education could be perceived as somewhat worrying.   
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Appendix – example of transcription ( in Swedish)  
 
Transkribering  av intervju med Max, Dennis och Andreas den 9e mars 
2015 kl.  12:20. Konferensrum på elevernas gymnasieskola. Eleverna har 
valt t iden för mötet. 
 
Eleverna går årskurs 1 på elprogrammet. Ti l l  ski l lnad från de natur och 
teknik-elever som intervjuas tidigare lämnar de tunnare redogörelser över 
syftet med matematik. Vid de frågor som rör ekvationslösning i  slutet av 
intervjun uppfattar jag det som att Dennis blir  obekväm, han säger heller 
ingenting under den delen av intervjun 
 
S: Först så undrar jag hur ni skulle beskriva en typisk mattelektion?  
 
Max: Ja det är det att vi kommer in och sen så säger dom alla namn, eller dom ropar upp 
alla namn, och när dom har ropat upp alla namn så brukar dom gå igenom nånting --- 
 
Andreas: Ha genomgång  
 
M: --- ja genomgång, och sen så arbetar vi, och ja det är typ det, exakt den ordningen 
ungefär  
 
S: Mm, vad innebär det att ni arbetar?  
 
M: Det är väl --- 
 
Dennis: Men alltså vi jobbar i boken 
 
M: Vi jobbar i boken vi får tal --- 
 
D: Eller om man skriver något på tavlan --- 
 
A: Vi sitter var för sig och håller på med boken och dom kapitel eller tal vi ska göra 
 
D: Eller om hon håller på med någonting annat  
 
M: Ja så det är sånt, tal och bok  
 
A: Ibland har vi praktiska exempel  
 
S: Vad kan det vara ti l l  exempel? 
 
A: Läraren vill ha svar på ett tal till exempel. Och för att han ska se att vi kan det här så får 
vi gå fram till tavlan och svara  
 
S: Är det ett praktiskt exempel?  
 
A: Ja vi får ju skriva svaret och visa  för klassen  
 
S: Har det sett l ika dant ut i  hela eran skolgång tycker ni?  
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D: Ja 
 
A: Ja 
 
M: Ja ganska  
 
S: Ganska, är det något som du tänker på som skil jer sig?  
 
M: Ja men någon gång ibland så har vi ju kanske sett på nåt klipp  
 
D: Nej 
 
M: Ibland, men det är ovanligt  
 
D: Men det var för typ år sen  
 
A: Det brukade vara mer eget arbete på högstadiet och lågstadiet att istället för att göra 
vissa tal på per lektion så fick man jobba från den punkt där man var sist  
 
M: Ja sånt också  
 
S: Vad tror ni är tanken bakom det här upplägget då, med genomgång och 
sen egen räkning?  
 
A: Att vi ska lära oss och att vi ska ha ett mål med--- 
 
D: Hålla en takt  
 
M: Ja hålla en bra takt och få det simpelt upplagt  
 
D: Så man lär sig  
 
S: Vad är det ni ska lära er då?  
 
D: Man ska räkna ut vissa tal  
 
M: Ja men att kunna använda matte i dagliga livet så att säga  
 
S: Och då kommer vi in l ite på min nästa fråga, för matte är ju ett 
grundämne som är obligatoriskt både på högstadiet och också l ite i  
gymnasiet, vad tror ni är syftet med att ha matte som ett obligatoriskt 
ämne?  
 
A: Stimulera våra hjärnor eller ja, göra det lättare för oss att lära oss nya saker  
 
D: Det är att ha bra i vardagen  
 
A: Fast det lär man sig ju mest i högstadiet det som praktiskt används i --- 
 
D: Ja jo  
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M: Men det är väldigt man kan tänka sig --- 
 
D: Som man kan använda i dom flesta jobben  
 
S: Tror du att du kommer använda all  den matte du har läst i  ditt framtida 
yrke? 
 
D: Inte allt  
 
M: Inte allt men det ganska det kommer ju vara användbart vid vissa tillfällen  
 
A: Men det beror på vilket yrke man får 
 
M: Ja fast det kan ju vara var som helst egentligen, till exempel om man blir kock kan man 
använda fingermått, typ sånt  
 
S: Kommer ni på nånting som ni har läst i  matten som ni tror att ni aldrig 
kommer att få användning för i  erat vanliga l iv?  
 
A: Kvadratrot 
 
D: Pythagoras sats  
 
M: [ohörbart] 
 
S: Kvadratrot, Pythagoras sats, och vad sa du [Max]? 
 
M: Plus  
 
S: Plus? Vil l  du utveckla det?  
 
M: Nej men det är mer, jag tycker det är sånt man redan kan  
 
D: Ja fast det är ---- 
 
A: [ohörbart]  
 
M: Ja man har ju användning av det så, när jag tänker på matte det är nånting, du tänker 
på det. Det är inte så mycket man tänker på enligt mig men kanske ja, Pythagoras sats 
också  
 
S: Okej,  då har ni sagt kvadratroten och Pythagoras sats där ni två. Så om 
ni tror att ni aldrig kommer få användning av det här i  verkliga l ivet kan ni 
ändå se något syfte med att ha det i  kursplanen?  
 
D: Nej 
 
M: Inte direkt  
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A: Stimulerar väl lite hur man tänker när man tänker lite mer logiskt på det sättet så 
tränar man på sätt och vis hjärnan att tänka 
 
M: Jag tycker inte det är något man behöver  
 
D: Har man inte användning för det så är det väl --- 
 
M: Jag tycker det du ska ha för att lära dig nånting är att du ska verkligen behöva, ta nytta 
av i dom flesta tillfällena. Så vissa delar av matten kanske inte är så jätteanvändbart  
 
S: Nej,  vad tycker ni om det som ni läser här då, för ni har matte 1 va?  
 
D, A: Ja  
 
S: Vad tycker ni om det då?  
 
D: Det är typ som i nian fast med lite mer saker  
 
A: Nästa steg från nian ungefär  
 
D: Ja precis  
 
S: Men om det inte hade varit obligatoriskt med matte 1, hade ni velat läsa 
det ändå?  
 
D: 1a ja men vidare vet jag inte riktigt 
 
M: Lite grann kanske men inte direkt så mycket alls, få lära sig grunderna  
 
S: Okej. Men när man går ut grundskolan, så för att ha behörighet t i l l  
gymnasiet måste man ju ha godkänt i  svenska, engelska och matte ju. 
Varför tror ni att man har valt just dom här tre ämnena? 
 
A: Kommunikation, matte i grundskolan är ju i princip alla jobb kräver ju en viss 
mattekunskap, i alla fall plus minus, oftast gånger. Om man ska jobba i kassa eller 
liknande, eller mått.  
 
S: Okej 
 
A: Och det gäller majoriteten av alla jobb  
 
D: [ohörbart] 
 
A: Ja 
 
S: Kan du säga det där l ite högre?  
 
D: Ja alltså som elektriker behöver man så här ström, volt och allting sånt, det krävs 
matte för det  
 
A: Det är väldigt sant  
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S: Skulle ni vi l ja lägga ti l l  nåt annat ämne ti l l  dom tre ämnena?  
 
D: Alltså till svenska, engelska . . . .  
 
S: Ja precis dom som man måste få godkänt i  för att få behörighet t i l l  
gymnasiet 
 
D: Lärare 
 
S: Vad sa du, läraren? 
 
D: Lärare 
 
S: Lärare, vad menar du då?  
 
D: Alltså man själv ska lära andra personer  
 
S: Jaha okej  
 
D: Ja alltså pretty obvious  
 
M: Idrott 
 
S: Du skulle vi l ja ha det som ett grundämne?  
 
M: Ja 
 
S: Hur tänker du då då? 
 
M: Idrott i sig är ett ämne som, du använder ju det, du går ju, det är aktivitet vad du än gör 
och man ska ha idrott, det är väldigt vanligt, såhär, du använder det i vardagen lika 
mycket som matte iallafall så jag tycker [ohörbart]  
 
S: Okej  
 
A: NO 
 
S: NO?  
 
A: Ja  
 
S: Vad ingår i  NO då?  
 
A: Typ naturkunskap--- 
 
D: Kemi 
 
A: ---ja kemi, psykologi till viss del 
 
D: Men det [ohörbart]  
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A: [ohörbart]  
 
M: [ohörbart]  
 
A: SO det är ju [ohörbart] historia och det, NO är väl mer--- 
 
M: Jag tror att samhälle, eller jag menar SO--- 
 
A: Samhälle det är ju SO det har du rätt i  
 
S: Okej-- -  
 
A: Samhälle är visserligen också. . . det beror ju på vad man håller på med  
 
S: Har ni hört om dom här resultaten i  PISA-undersökningen---  
 
A: Ja att Sverige är dåliga på matte 
 
S: Mm precis och det blir ju en väldigt stor debatt av det och starka 
reaktioner. Varför tror ni att det blir så himla mycket reaktioner på det?  
 
A: Vi är för lata 
 
D: För dåliga resultat mot typ så här USA, dom har ju rätt så bra betyg där  
 
[Paus för att ta fika]  
 
S: Vad sa du, att vi  är lata, sa du?  
 
A: Ja vi presterar väldigt dåligt när det gäller skolan vi är väl vana vid att allting bara 
serveras bra som det är, att vi inte har någonting att kämpa för  
 
M: Sen så tror jag det är mycket teknik, eller inte teknik så här men teknologi till exempel 
 
A: Ja jo 
 
M: Det är många i Sverige som gillar till exempel datorspel och då börjar dom tänka på 
vad dom vill göra för datorspel och då börjar dom tänka på datorspel istället för det dom 
ska hålla på med och då kan det bli lite fel för att dom tänker på nåt helt annat  
 
S: Istället för skolan menar du? 
 
M: Ja eller typ telefonen eller sånt, man får meddelande, det är väldigt distraherande   
 
S: Ja juste men---  
 
D: Skolan är också,  i länder där man betalar för att gå i skolan, det är nånting dom 
betalar för så dom liksom kämpar på mer 
 
A: Dom tar det mer seriöst  
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D: Ja här tar man mer för givet  
 
S: Men varför verkar det så himla farl igt då att det går dåligt för Sverige i  
matte?  
 
A: För att vi är generellt ganska bra i allt annat men eftersom vi märker att vi är väldigt 
dåliga på nånting så ja, det är ingen som gillar att vara dålig helt enkelt  
 
S: Vad tror ni skulle hända då om man tog bort matte som obligatoriskt 
ämne i skolan?  
 
D: [ohörbart] 
 
A: Det skulle vara illa 
 
S: I l la?  
 
M: Ja jag tror det skulle vara illa men jag tror inte det skulle vara lika stora effekter som 
om man tog bort till exempel engelska det skulle verkligen vara--- 
 
A: Matte skulle jag nog säga är en av de viktigaste grejerna i grundskolan  
 
M: Jo jag tycker --- 
 
A: I alla fall grundmatten, riktigt viktigt 
 
M: Grundmatten är viktig men alltså senare matte så tycker jag att, engelska är faktiskt 
nånting man behöver för att det känns så himla simpelt, det är såhär världsspråk, för att 
kommunicera med resten av världen så måste du kunna engelska minst 
 
S: Mm ni pratar l ite om det här med att behöva det i  verkliga l ivet, ser ni 
något annat syfte med att ha matteundervisning förutom att man ska klara 
att mäta och väga och sådär?  
 
D: När man handlar.  
 
S: När man handlar, ja, men om vi tänker förutom att ha användning för 
det i  verkliga l ivet då, f inns det något annat syfte t i l l  att läsa matte?  
 
M: Nej 
 
D: Inte vad jag tycker  
 
A: Man tränar väl hjärnan kanske 
 
M: Ja man kanske tränar den men jag tycker inte det är nåt syfte precis  
 
D: Nej  
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S: Okej men du då [Andreas] som tycker att man tränar hjärnan, tror du att 
man tränar hjärnan mer med matte än med andra skolämnen?  
 
A: Ja det tror jag  
 
S: Vi l l  du utveckla?  
 
A: Jag antar att man stimulerar hjärnan med ekvationer och lösningar och liknande men 
det är lite svårt att förklara 
 
S: Ja. Men känner ni er motiverade att läsa matte på mattelektionerna?  
 
D: Inte direkt 
 
M: Inte motiverade men vi tycker att vi måste ju göra det så vi gör det  
 
D: Det är nånting man måste göra men inget som vi skulle välja själva  
 
S: Nej,  men finns det nåt som skulle kunna motivera er t i l l  att vi l ja lära er 
mer matte tror ni?  
 
M: Ja men om det --- 
 
D: Om det inte vore så tråkigt  
 
M: Ja eller om vi får välja till exempel vilken tid vi ska ha det så skulle det vara ganska bra 
för vissa tider kan man vara trött och man blir trött av matte för man tänker mycket och 
om du redan är trött så blir det bara mycket värre 
 
S: Okej.  Ni då? Du sa mål? 
 
A: Exakt mål, så man vet vad man kämpar för så man vet varför man arbetar så man inte 
arbetar bara för att arbeta   
 
S: Okej och upplever du nu att ni arbetar l i te bara för att arbeta utan mål?  
 
A: Lite halvt, man vill ju såklart ha ett E så man kommer vidare men jag känner ingen 
stark dragning till att få högre än E  
 
S: Okej,  så du menar kanske då ett mål utöver betygen?  
 
A: Målet är egentligen E och sen får det bli det som blir över 
 
S: Okej men om vi skulle tänka nåt annat mål då än betygen, vad skulle det 
kunna vara?  
 
A: Vet inte, från föräldrarna antar jag,  får du ett A så får du en hundring  
 
S: Men vad tror ni skulle hända för samhället då om folk slutar läsa vidare, 
matte alltså? Om alla valde bort det i  den mån det går?  
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M: Man lär sig i skolan men jag tycker man lär sig väldigt mycket hemma också och det 
jag gör i vanliga livet, jag använder inte så mycket av det jag lärt mig i skolan, jag 
använder ju mer logik till allting, gör allting som är logiskt. Jag tänker inte på vad gör jag i 
skolan, matte, det använder jag aldrig 
 
S: Hur tror du att du har utvecklat det där logiska tänkandet då?  
 
M: Jag tror att det som har hjälpt mycket med det är faktiskt användning av teknologi och 
att prata med andra människor, kommunicera med folk, så det är mycket sånt 
 
S: Är det då både i  och utanför skolan?  
 
M: Ja det är båda två 
 
S: Okej,  men vad tror ni då att matte har att erbjuda dom som håller på 
med det mycket?  
 
A: En utmaning  
 
S: Hur menar du då?  
 
A: Ja vissa personer gillar ju en utmaning, dom gillar att ha nånting att hugga i om man 
säger så. Till exempel en del gillar att tänka, sudoku eller pussel eller liknande, dom vill 
ha en utmaning  
 
S: Okej,  har ni nånting som ni tror?  
 
M: Men alltså om folk som gillar matte, dom kanske borde, om dom fördjupar sig, det 
borde inte vara obligatoriskt att alla ska göra det men som borde få chansen till det om 
dom vill 
 
S: Vad tror du dom har att vinna på det då, personligen?  
 
M: Dom blir bättre inom det som dom tycker om, det är ju bra det  
 
S: Mm, men just med matte då, f inns det några fördelar med att hålla på 
med det?  
 
M: Det är bra till en viss del men för mycket av allt så blir det ju ingen användning av det, 
om det blir för mycket, för folk som inte gillar det. . . man använder det ju till en viss del 
 
S: Mm, har du [Dennis] något att lägga ti l l  där?  
 
D: Nej 
 
S: Du kommer inte på nåt annat som man skulle kunna vinna på att hålla 
på med matte?  
 
D: Nej 
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S: Okej.  Men om ni f ick säga nånting nu som skulle gå direkt upp ti l l  dom 
som är ansvariga för skolsystemet och står för utformningen av 
matteundervisningen i  skolan, vad skulle ni vi l ja säga ti l l  dom då?  
 
A: Gör om betygssystemet lite  
 
M: Ja det tycker jag också 
 
A: Gör det svårare att få E och lättare att få ett A om man säger så 
 
S: Okej,  svårare att få ett E och lättare att få ett A?  
 
M: Ja eller jag tycker det borde--- 
 
D: Jag tycker det är bra som det är nu  
 
M: ---jag tycker att A borde vara lättare. Alltså betygssystemet generellt tycker jag är 
väldigt dåligt 
 
S: Är det bara att det är svårt att få A som är dåligt?  
 
M: Nej, jag tycker inte om hur det är uppbyggt i sig självt, jag menar om du får till exempel 
A på allt men så en uppgift får du E, eller ett prov eller nånting, då kan du få till exempel C 
i betyget och jag tycker inte det är så jättebra precis. 
 
S: Nej okej men om ni skulle säga nånting om specifikt matteundervisning 
då?  
 
A: Ett mål i utbildningen antar jag  
 
S: Vad sa du?  
 
A: Ett klart mål i utbildningen  
 
S: Hur menar du då?  
 
A: Ja om läraren skulle ha som ett mål att alla elever i klassrummet ska ha lärt sig de dom 
håller på med även om det är Pythagoras sats eller kvadratroten eller vad det är så ska 
alla ha lärt sig det 
 
S: Tycker du inte att det är ett mål nu? 
 
A: Jo självklart men dom borde jobba hårdare med det 
 
S: Att al la ska nå målen menar du?  
 
A: Ja precis  
 
D: Jag ser inga skäl till att läsa, alltså själva grundmatten ska man kunna så man kan få 
det jobbet man söker efter, men sen så ser inte jag någon anledning . . . .  
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S: Att läsa mer matte?  
 
D: Ja precis  
 
S: Okej men om ni f ick ändra nånting i  matteundervisningen så som den 
ser ut i  skolan, har ni nånting som ni skulle vi l ja ändra då?  
 
D: Nej jag kan inte komma på nån lösning så jag ska inte säga nånting 
 
M: Nej men jag tycker att man ska använda den matten som man använder mest i 
vardagliga livet, man borde satsa mer på den matten  
 
A: Praktisk matte liksom  
 
M: Ja praktisk matte för det finns ju viss matte som man verkligen inte använder om man 
inte verkligen vill bli bättre på matte, så det borde inte vara så mycket av just det  
 
S: Okej— 
 
M: Det blir lite onödigt när det inte är användbart  
 
S: Men hur skulle man kunna göra det då, ta bort det som inte används 
menar du? 
 
M: Ja  
 
S: Okej,  och du [Andreas] sa nånting om praktiska uppgifter?  
 
A: Nej det var mer en rättning på hans ord med det man håller på med i verkliga livet om 
man säger så 
 
S: Okej,  men hur skulle man kunna utforma undervisningen så att man fick 
mer användning för det man lär sig då?  
 
A: Det är väl generellt ganska bra som det är nu, till exempel en inriktad kurs, som till 
exempel elektriker eller liknande, då skulle man ju kunna fokusera mer på strömledning 
och liknande  
 
D: Ja precis, istället för annat som [ohörbart]  
 
A: Motstånd eller liknande, så att man lär sig det i skolan 
 
S: Okej,  ja, nu ska ni få en ekvation av mig här, och den är redan löst så 
det behöver inte ni göra, men däremot skulle jag vi l ja att ni förklarar hur 
man har tänkt när man har löst den hör uppgiften tidigare. Så tänk er att ni 
förklarar för någon som aldrig har löst ekvationer t idigare men som ändå 
vet l iksom, vad plus och minus och sådär innebär [ger eleverna ett papper 
där ekvationen x+5 = 4x-1 har lösts]  
 
D: Ska man förklara alltså för nån som inte gjort det förut?  
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S: Ja precis, hur har man tänkt när man har gjort den där lösningen?  
 
A: Ja man har väl förstått att x ska vara ett nummer eller liknande och då ska man också 
klura ut vad det är för nummer som är bakom x 
 
M: Man ska väl försöka göra det --- 
 
D: Ska man ta dom i ordning eller?  
 
S: Uppifrån och ned kanske blir lättast, vad har man gjort från första raden 
ti l l  andra raden ti l l  exempel?  
 
A: Jag antar som exempel på den här är att man läser i en mattebok att x plus fem är lika 
med fyra x minus ett 
  
 
S: Ja precis, och vad har hänt där sen då ti l l  rad två?  
 
A: Då har man fått att ett x på ena sidan och fyra x på andra, då kan man ju lika gärna ta 
bort x:et på ena sidan och ta bort ett x från fyra x. Då har man ju att fem är lika med tre x 
minus ett  
 
M: Och då ska man ju få det till ett x så då kan man ju dela det på tre 
 
A: Ja och eftersom det är ett minus så kan man ju lika gärna vända om det och lägga till 
ett plus på andra? 
 
S: Vad innebär det att man vänder om det och lägger t i l l  ett plus på andra?  
 
M: Eftersom att det är minus på ena blir det ju samma sak som om man skulle lägga till 
det på andra sidan det blir ju samma sak egentligen  
 
A: Kan vi komma på ett bra exempel?  
 
M: Men alltså om man tar bort från den, det är som att vi har en hög här med saker [visar 
på bordet] och en hög här [visar på bordet bredvid den första högen] så har vi en mer här, 
om vi tar en från den [första högen] och lägger där [andra högen] så kommer vi ändå ha 
lika mycket. Du kommer ha mindre här 
 
S: Så ni har f lyttat över nånting?  
 
M: Ja  
 
A: Liksom sex plus fem minus ett, då kan man ju ta minus ett från ena sidan, ta minus sex 
och då får man fem plus fem och det är tio, så får man på det sättet 
 
S: Det var nån annan typ av lösning där el ler?  
 
A: Det var exempel 
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S: Okej.  Men med en sån här typ av uppgift,  vad tror ni gör att ganska 
många upplever den svår? 
 
D: Missförstår 
 
A: Dom förstår väl inte att, dom har inte lärt sig att x antagligen ska vara nånting och då är 
x bara en bokstav som är i --- 
 
D: Som krånglar till det  
 
A: Ja man behöver ju kunskapen för att kunna förstå att x är en bokstav, eller ett nummer 
bakom x, inte bara en bokstav 
 
S: Och vad tänkte du [Dennis] på när du sa missförstånd?  
 
D: Att folk tolkar den fel alltså--- 
 
M: Dom tror att det står något annat än [ohörbart]  
 
S: Nej man vet inte var man ska börja kanske 
 
M: Nej  
 
D: Eller så gör man på fel sätt  
 
S: Har du nån idé om ett vanligt fel sätt att göra?  
 
M: Men det är väl att om man kan ta fyra x minus ett ska vara lika med nånting då kanske 
man tror att man tar bort x eftersom det står minus ett eller nånting sånt, man liksom--- 
 
D: Blandar ihop 
 
M: ---blandar ihop grejer  
 
A: Det är väl också så att om man inte riktigt vet vad x är för nånting, om man ser 4x hur 
ska man . . .  det är ganska unikt det där att det står 4x, det är inte direkt några andra tal 
som har det. Om man ser det här för första gången har man ingen aning om att det ska 
vara fyra gånger x, det kan ju vara fyra plus x, det kan vara fyra minus x, det kan vara 4 
och x man har ingen information--- 
 
D: Man är osäker på vad x är  
 
A: Man behöver väl någon som kan förklara vad x är och vad man gör med det och den 
där lilla grejen att man har en siffra framför så man vet hur många x det är  
 
S: Just det och det som hände där från rad två ti l l  rad tre, att minus ett 
försvinner i  högerled och så dyker det upp plus ett i  vänsterled, där är det 
ju många som säger att man flyttar över ettan 
 
A: Ja 
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M: Ja 
 
S: Ser ni något problem med att man använder det uttrycket? 
 
M: Att man flyttar över?  
 
S: Ja  
 
M: Det kan vara för vissa personer som har svårt att man blandar ihop men om man kan 
det bra tycker jag inte det finns någon anledning att inte använda det  
 
S: Nej,  men när man säger f lytta över då, vad är det man egentl igen menar 
att man gör?  
  
M: Man tar från den ena sidan och lägger på den andra  
 
Andreas och Dennis skrattar 
 
S: Håller ni med?  
 
D: No shit 
 
A: Ja det är egentligen rätt som han säger  
 
S: Svåra frågor nu 
 
A: Ja det finns säkert ett jättebra svar på det här 
 
S: Ja det f inns massa svar och alla svar är bra  
 
A: Synd bara att man inte har något [skrattar]  
 
S: [skrattar]  Men har ni sett att i  matteböcker, i  al la fal l  på min tid, vid 
avsnittet om ekvationer så var det ofta ritat en våg, al ltså med två 
vågskålar [visar med händerna], varför tror ni att man valde att r ita den 
bilden vid ekvationsavsnittet?  
 
A: För att man vill ha jämnt om man säger så, man kan inte ta från en sida och inte ge till 
den andra, det måste alltid vara typ noll om man säger så, man kan inte bara ta från 
nånting och man kan inte bara lägga till från nånting, om man har två tal, om man tar 
nånting från en, den måste ju ta vägen nån stans, så antingen har man tre tal eller två tal 
och ett är större, eller att man kan inte bara ta ett tal från ingenstans, det måste vara 
nånstans man tar det ifrån. Man kan inte ta minus ett, eller jo det kan man ju, fast då tar 
man ju minus noll 
 
S: Ja minus är ju svårt att i l lustrera med en våg det är därför det blir 
konstigt där 
 
A: Ja det kanske var ett dåligt exempel  
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S: Nej,  men menar du då att om jag har en våg och tar nånting från den 
ena vågskålen kan jag lägga det i  den andra vågskålen då?  
 
A: Ja för det kan man ju säga att om du har två körsbär på varje sida så tar du ett från ena 
då åker den ju ned. Jag vet inte riktigt var jag vill komma med det där men --- 
 
M: Att det ska vara så jämnt som möjligt  
 
S: Just det, men om jag då har två körsbär i  varje skål och så tar jag ett 
körsbär från ena skålen  
 
M: Då blir det ojämnt 
 
S: Så vad ska jag göra för att få det jämnt igen?  
 
M: Lägga tillbaka det så blir det två på den och två på den, så blir det jämnt  
 
S: Ja okej,  men om jag inte vi l l  lägga ti l lbaka den då, om jag vi l l  göra nåt 
annat?  
 
M: Då kan du ta bort från den andra också  
 
A: Men det är också att om du tar ett körsbär från den ena så på sätt och vis lägger du ju 
till mer vikt, eller den sjunker ju ned på andra, då på sätt och vis får ju den mer vikt om 
man säger så för att den andra förlorar 
 
M: Men tar man bort från den andra också så blir det lika igen  
 
A: Det händer ju nånting när man tar bort den så ja. . . .  
 
S: Just det men då säger du nu att om jag har två körsbär i  varje, och jag 
tar bort ett körsbär från ena så måste jag också ta bort ett från andra?  
 
M: Ja 
 
A: Inte nödvändigt 
 
M: Det är inte nödvändigt men--- 
 
S: Om man vi l l  behålla jämnvikt  
 
A: Jaja 
 
M: Om man vill behålla jämnvikt så  
 
S: Och vad symboliserar l ikhetstecknet i  den här metaforen med vågen  
 
M: Det är väl noll antar jag  
 
S: Hur skulle ni förklara det här tecknet, l ika med-tecknet för någon som 
aldrig sett det förut?  
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A: Nånting är samma sak som en annan sak  
 
D: Där svaret kommer  
 
S: Där svaret kommer?  
 
D: Mm 
 
S: Och om vi tänker då ett l ikhetstecken och en våg, hur kan man koppla 
ihop dom två?  
 
M: Likhetstecken är ju att två saker är lika, och en våg så måste det vara lika för att ha en 
balans. Likhetstecken så har man det jämnt och på en våg har man det jämnt så båda 
visar samma sak på olika sätt  
 
S: Okej. Om vi kopplar ihop det här nu då, om vi har en våg där vi  har 
jämnvikt, och vi har två körsbär i  varje skål,  vi  tar bort ett körsbär från den 
ena skålen då måste vi ta bort ett från den andra för att behålla jämnvikt  
 
M: Ja  
 
S: Vad säger ni då om uttrycket att f lytta över ett körsbär, passar det här?  
 
A: Man kan ju ta ett där det är två och lägga det i den andra så det blir tre, den får ju 
visserligen mycket mer vikt då så det kommer inte bli jämnvikt fast den är tre gånger 
tyngre än den ena, första då, så det är ju faktiskt nånting som har hänt  
 
S: Precis, men när vi håller på med en ekvation, hur är det med den där 
jämnvikten, vi l l  vi  ha den eller vi l l  vi  inte ha den?  
 
M: Det beror på vilken ekvation det är och så, det skiljer sig ganska mycket. Det kan ju 
också vara nåt man blandar ihop, det kanske många gör. Man använder vissa grejer vid 
fel tillfällen 
 
S: Känner ni själva att ni har koll  på en sån här ekvation?  
 
A: Ja 
 
M: Ja, det beror på, ”en sån här ekvation”, jag är inte bra på ekvationer generellt 
 
S: Nej okej,  jag vet att det är jättesvårt men kan du säga vad det är som 
gör att du tycker att det är svårt?  
 
M: Det är väldigt mycket steg, så ska du förstå allting, så det är sånt 
 
S: Okej. Vad sa du då [Dennis],  känner du att du har koll  på såna här 
ekvationer, hur man löser dom?  
 
D: Helt okej 
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S: Helt okej,  ja. Men vad säger ni,  en sån här ekvation, kan man lösa den 
om man aldrig har sett en exakt l ika dan ekvation förut?  
 
A: Nej 
 
M: Inte själv, man behöver veta vad man ska göra för nånting  
 
D: Inte den längst upp i alla fall [första raden] men de här [resten av raderna] är ju enkla 
 
A: Ja om man ser pappret och sen får en liknande ekvation så skulle man kunna förstå--- 
 
M: Fast dom längst ned, om man aldrig--- 
 
A: ---för det förklarar ju lite pappret  
 
M: ---inte förstår nånting med ekvationer så kan man ju inte veta då kommer man ju tro 
att, eller nej jag tänkte fel  
 
D: Man förstår ju att sex är lika med två x 
 
A: Om man ser det så här ja, om man får själva pappret när det redan är uträknat men om 
man får en oräknad ekvation så hur ska man veta att man kan räkna ut den  
 
S: Men om man har jobbat en del med ekvationer då och löst en del 
ekvationer, kan man då lösa en ny ekvation som man aldrig har sett förut 
med nya siffror och så?  
 
D: Nej 
 
M: Man kan ju men det är väldigt svårt då måste man tänka vad man kan göra  
 
A: Då är det ju ett nytt sätt man måste lösa ut det på eller man måste veta vilket sätt man 
ska göra det  
 
M: Fast om man kan ekvationer så kan man ju tänka så att du kan göra det på ett likt sätt 
men kanske testa nya grejer 
 
A: Men hur vet du att det är [ohörbart] sätt, det vet du ju inte om [ohörbart] ---- 
 
M: Ja egentligen måste du ju ha fått det förklarat  
 
A: Ja det är ju det som matten gör bra, att man vet hur man ska göra, det är väl det som 
är meningen med matte egentligen  
 
S: Vad då sa du?  
 
A: Att vi ska veta hur man räknar ut dom här grejerna, att vi inte ska vara där och inte veta 
vad vi ska göra för nånting  
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